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Abstract

Simultaneous SNV calling and Phylogenetic Inference for Single-cell

Sequencing Data

by

Mohammadamin Edrisi

In this thesis, we propose new method for single nucleotide variation calling and

genotyping for single-cell sequencing data generated by the single-cell sequencing

technology. Single-cell sequencing methods provide the opportunity to investigate

the heterogeneity in cancer cells at the resolution which could not be obtained before,

with data from second generation or next-generation sequencing technologies. This

relatively newly emerged technology has the power to resolve cancer genomes at a

single-cell level and to identify the genomic mutations for each individual cell. Among

the di↵erent types of genomic alterations/variations, single nucleotide variations are

the most commonly occurring genomic variations that change the functionality of

cancer-related genes. Because traditional next-generation sequencing variant callers

such as GATK do not account for single-cell sequencing technical errors, variant

callers such as Monovar and SCcaller have been designed to deal with these such er-

rors in single-cell sequencing. However, they do not take into account the information

due to the shared evolutionary history of the cells. A new single nucleotide variant

caller SCI� combines single-cell variant calling with the reconstruction of the tumor

phylogeny. It incorporates the fact that all the single-cells are related by a phylogeny

and employs a Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm for calling mutations in each

single-cell. However, due to its probabilistic nature, SCI� does not scale well with

the size of the data and takes a long time to converge to a solution. At the same

time, depending on the starting point, it might converge to di↵erent solutions. In this
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thesis, we propose a novel combinatorial formulation for jointly identifying mutations

in single-cell sequencing data by employing the underlying phylogeny. Our approach,

scVILP assumes that the somatic cells evolve along a phylogenetic tree and mutations

are acquired along the branches following the infinite-sites model that have been com-

monly used in previous bulk and single-cell studies. We aim at identifying the set of

single nucleotide variations in the single-cells and genotype them in such a way that it

maximizes the likelihood of the observed read counts. In this scheme, the cells are the

leaves of a Perfect Phylogeny that satisfies the infinite-sites assumption. Our solution

is deterministic and we solve this problem using a novel Integer Linear Programming

formulation that achieves similar or better accuracy but performs significantly better

than SCI� in terms of running time.
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1.1 Tumor evolution and its phylogeny. (Left) The first mutation occurs

in the genome of a healthy cell in the normal tissue before the cancer

tumor emerges. The cell with this mutation gains a selective advantage

and becomes dominant in the population of cells in this normal tissue, this

results in a drastic change in the mutational landscape of the population

of cells (the pink region). More mutations emerge from which some are

removed by the natural selection (for example, the ones in dark blue), and

some are not (red, orange, and green). Finally, one can observe the e↵ect

of this evolutionary pattern in the present-day cells. (Right) A

phylogenetic tree that summarizes the evolutionary pattern and the

accumulated mutations on the left. In the phylogenetic tree, the circles

indicate the mutations and their sizes are representing the size of the

associated subpopulation of cells. (Source Image from [1]) . . . . . . . . . 4

1.2 An example of a phylogenetic tree with genomic mutations. In

this figure, the genomic mutations are placed on the branches of the tree,

the leaves of the tree are the present-day cells whose genomic contents are

available. The di↵erent genomic mutations are illustrated using stars, each

color represents a mutation at a di↵erent genomic locus or of a di↵erent

type. The ancestral cells and present-day cells are shown by thin and thick

circles, respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
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1.3 Overview of single-cell DNA sequencing analysis pipeline. a) A

tumor tissue with a heterogeneous cell population, the mutations are

represented by stars whose di↵erent colors indicate their di↵erent

characteristics. In order to identify the mutations (variant calling), the

following steps are performed: b) First, the single cells are isolated from

tissue; c) DNA content is extracted from each single cell; d) whole-genome

amplification (WGA) is performed on DNA extracted from individual

cells; e) short DNA fragments called reads are mapped to a reference

genome; and, finally, f) a data matrix for each single-cell and each

genomic position. The 1’s and 0’s represent the presence and absence of a

mutation at each cell and position, respectively. The red dashes and red

values are the missing data and erroneous inferences, respectively. (Source

image from [2]) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

1.4 Illustration of SNV in the genome. DNA molecule 1 di↵er from DNA

molecule 2 at a single base-pair location. Soure image from:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Single-nucleotide_polymorphism . 8

1.5 A schematic example of the output of read alignment. In this

figure the blue line is the reference genome to which the read are mapped

using an aligner tool. The dotted line points to a particular genomic locus.

The reads colored in green contain a nucleotide aligned to this position

and the red lines do not. The summarized information for this genomic

site shows that the reference and alternate counts are 5 and 6, respectively. 10

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Single-nucleotide_polymorphism
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1.6 There are three possible genptypes given a reference allele r and

an alternate allele a. The possible combinations of alleles (marked by

black dots) at a genomic locus. Each pair of blue lines are the schematic

chromosomes in a diploid human genome. r is the reference allele and a is

the alternate allele which includes any allele that is di↵erent from r. g

denotes the genotype of the locus. If both alleles are identical, the

genotype is homozygous, if either of the alleles is identical to r and the

other one is not, the genotype is called heterozygous. If both alleles are

di↵erent from r, then the genotype is homozygous non-reference. Image is

reproduced from [3] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11

1.7 Technical challenges in SCS. a) The sequencing coverage is measured

by two metrics in SCS data that including coverage depth and breadth. b)

While coverage is generally uniform in NGS technology, in SCS, it can

vary from cell to cell. This results in the issue of uneven coverage

distribution which is specific to SCS technology. c) This panel shows the

technological artifacts that occur in SCS data including: false positive and

negative errors, and allelic dropout. Allelic dropout results in only one of

the alleles being amplified (r or a). False positive errors randomly occur

due to infidelity of the polymerase used in amplification. If the true

genotype is a homozygous reference genotype, because of false positive

error, a heterozygous genotype might be inferred which results in a false

positive discovery. False negative errors occur due to insu�cient coverage.

If originally the genotype was heterozygous, it won’t be discovered from

the single cell resulting in a false negative SNV calling. ‘X’ denotes

missing allele in single cell. This figure has been reproduced from [4] . . . 14
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2.1 Two trees with the states of a single site attached to their nodes.

(Left) The site is compatible because there is a labeling for the internal

nodes where the nodes with a specific state induce a connected subgraph.

(Right) The site is not compatible because there is no assignment of states

to the internal nodes for which the nodes with same states form a

connected component . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18

2.2 Genotype matrices and their perfect phylogenies. a) An example

of a genotype matrix that holds three-gametes condition. The rows are the

cells and the columns represent the genomic loci. b) An example of a

matrix that does not hold three-gametes condition. c) The corresponding

unique perfect phylogeny of the matrix (a). Each vector on the tree shows

the binary states of the genomic loci . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20

3.1 Divide-and-conquer approach for large number of genomic sites.

a) The input is a read count matrix with a large number of genomic
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equal number of genomic positions. c) For each o the read count

submatrices, the corresponding genotype matrix is inferred independently.

Each submatrix admits Perfect Phylogeny when inferred independently.

d) The small genotype matrices are concatenated according to their

original order. e) Using the CRP algorithm, we find the minimal set of

genomic sites (in red) such that their removal results in a Perfect

Phylogeny for the rest of the genotype matrix. f) The MFP algorithm is

applied to the selected sites in order to find the minimum number of

entries to flip such that the resulted matrix admits Perfect Phylogeny. The

flipped entries are shown in yellow. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Cancer is a disease caused by genetic variations that provide a selective growth ad-

vantage to cells [6, 7, 8]. Such genetic variations can vary in type, length and the

other features. Among the di↵erent genetic variations, somatic point mutations in-

volving single nucleotides—also known as single nucleotide variations or SNV—are

the most commonly observed phenomena in many human cancer types [9]. Identifi-

cation of the characteristics and the genomic positions of these mutations would be

possible by a comprehensive study of cancer cells. Next-generation sequencing (NGS)

technologies changed the field of cancer genomics, dramatically, by the cost-e�cient

and high-throughput sequencing of cancer genomes. As a consequence of these tech-

nologies, the bioinformatics tools were developed for analyzing the massive amount

of data and revealing the mutational landscape of the cancer genomes. The NGS

technologies provide an admixture and average signal from the cancer cell popula-

tions consisting of millions of cells which cannot be easily resolved and deconvolved

to a single-cell level [4]. Recently developed single-cell sequencing (SCS) technologies

address this issue of bulk sequencing data [4]. With genomes at single-cell resolution,

this new paradigm of sequencing technology can help with understanding cancer bi-

ology (including the heterogeneity of cancer tumor), clinical diagnosis and detection,

and some other aspects of cancer research [4].
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One of the major application of SCS is uncovering the SNVs in individual cells

to understand tumor heterogeneity and the underlying mutational landscape that

may be playing roles in emergence of cancer cells. Since traditional next-generation

sequencing (NGS) variant callers such as GATK [10] do not account for SCS specific

errors, variant callers such as Monovar [11] and SCcaller [12] have been specifically

designed to deal with the technical errors in SCS. Monovar pools sequencing data

across cells to address the problem of low coverage and probabilistically accounts

for allelic dropout and false positive errors. SCcaller independently detects variants

in each cell and accounts for local allelic amplification biases. In another direction,

tumor phylogeny inference methods [13, 14, 15] that account for the errors have

been developed for studying tumor heterogeneity. These tumor phylogeny inference

methods assume that variant calling and genotyping from the raw data had already

been done. While the SCS variant callers account for SCS errors, the tumor phylogeny

inference methods also try to “correct” the genotyped inputs. Since the phylogeny

inference method is oblivious to the raw data for which the variant caller has done

variant calling and genotyping, in such a two-step process from variant calling to

phylogeny reconstruction, it is likely that the phylogeny inference method detects a

true positive as a false negative/positive and vice versa. Simultaneous variant calling,

genotyping and inference of tumor evolutionary trees can account for error in the raw

data and allows for handling missing data in a principled manner that respects the

model of evolution. A new variant caller, SCI� [16] combines single-cell variant calling

with the reconstruction of the tumor phylogeny. It is based on the hypothesis that
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somatic cells are related by a phylogeny and employs a Markov Chain Monte Carlo

algorithm for calling mutations in each single cell. However, being a probabilistic

method, SCI� does not scale well with the size of the data and takes a long time

to converge on a solution. At the same time, depending on the starting point, it

might converge to di↵erent solutions. In this thesis, we propose a novel combinatorial

method which solves the problem of simultaneous genotyping and phylogeny inference

deterministically and more e�ciently in comparison to SCI�.

In this chapter we describe the key concepts in this thesis.

1.1 Tumor phylogeny

The initiation of tumor progression happens at a single ancestor cell that develops

selective growth advantage by accumulating a set of mutations (called driver muta-

tions) [6]. The progenitor cell evolves into clonal cell subpopulations. At every cell

division, the acquired mutations are inherited by the daughter cells. New mutations

give rise to new genetically distinct subcloncal populations [17] (Fig. 1.1)
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<latexit sha1_base64="HMCbN8ccMp9933fL1EJddFysS1w=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBH0UpJe9Fjw4rGC/ZA0lM120y7d7IbdiVhCf4YXD4p49dd489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpYIb9LxvZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23jco0ZS2qhNLdiBgmuGQt5ChYN9WMJJFgnWh8M/M7j0wbruQ9TlIWJmQoecwpQSsFPWRPGMU5uZz2K1Wv5s3hrhK/IFUo0OxXvnoDRbOESaSCGBP4XophTjRyKti03MsMSwkdkyELLJUkYSbM5ydP3XOrDNxYaVsS3bn6eyIniTGTJLKdCcGRWfZm4n9ekGF8HeZcphkySReL4ky4qNzZ/+6Aa0ZRTCwhVHN7q0tHRBOKNqWyDcFffnmVtOs136v5d/Vq46GIowSncAYX4MMVNOAWmtACCgqe4RXeHHRenHfnY9G65hQzJ/AHzucPcTyRaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HMCbN8ccMp9933fL1EJddFysS1w=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBH0UpJe9Fjw4rGC/ZA0lM120y7d7IbdiVhCf4YXD4p49dd489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpYIb9LxvZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23jco0ZS2qhNLdiBgmuGQt5ChYN9WMJJFgnWh8M/M7j0wbruQ9TlIWJmQoecwpQSsFPWRPGMU5uZz2K1Wv5s3hrhK/IFUo0OxXvnoDRbOESaSCGBP4XophTjRyKti03MsMSwkdkyELLJUkYSbM5ydP3XOrDNxYaVsS3bn6eyIniTGTJLKdCcGRWfZm4n9ekGF8HeZcphkySReL4ky4qNzZ/+6Aa0ZRTCwhVHN7q0tHRBOKNqWyDcFffnmVtOs136v5d/Vq46GIowSncAYX4MMVNOAWmtACCgqe4RXeHHRenHfnY9G65hQzJ/AHzucPcTyRaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HMCbN8ccMp9933fL1EJddFysS1w=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBH0UpJe9Fjw4rGC/ZA0lM120y7d7IbdiVhCf4YXD4p49dd489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpYIb9LxvZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23jco0ZS2qhNLdiBgmuGQt5ChYN9WMJJFgnWh8M/M7j0wbruQ9TlIWJmQoecwpQSsFPWRPGMU5uZz2K1Wv5s3hrhK/IFUo0OxXvnoDRbOESaSCGBP4XophTjRyKti03MsMSwkdkyELLJUkYSbM5ydP3XOrDNxYaVsS3bn6eyIniTGTJLKdCcGRWfZm4n9ekGF8HeZcphkySReL4ky4qNzZ/+6Aa0ZRTCwhVHN7q0tHRBOKNqWyDcFffnmVtOs136v5d/Vq46GIowSncAYX4MMVNOAWmtACCgqe4RXeHHRenHfnY9G65hQzJ/AHzucPcTyRaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HMCbN8ccMp9933fL1EJddFysS1w=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBH0UpJe9Fjw4rGC/ZA0lM120y7d7IbdiVhCf4YXD4p49dd489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpYIb9LxvZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23jco0ZS2qhNLdiBgmuGQt5ChYN9WMJJFgnWh8M/M7j0wbruQ9TlIWJmQoecwpQSsFPWRPGMU5uZz2K1Wv5s3hrhK/IFUo0OxXvnoDRbOESaSCGBP4XophTjRyKti03MsMSwkdkyELLJUkYSbM5ydP3XOrDNxYaVsS3bn6eyIniTGTJLKdCcGRWfZm4n9ekGF8HeZcphkySReL4ky4qNzZ/+6Aa0ZRTCwhVHN7q0tHRBOKNqWyDcFffnmVtOs136v5d/Vq46GIowSncAYX4MMVNOAWmtACCgqe4RXeHHRenHfnY9G65hQzJ/AHzucPcTyRaA==</latexit>

Time
<latexit sha1_base64="a2ebghqs6zmyoFYi5dP8QK/tzr0=">AAAB9HicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNYRCswl0arSRgYxkhX5AcYW8zlyzZ3Tt354LhyO+wsVDE1h9j579xk1yhiQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ36Hnfzsbm1vbObmGvuH9weHRcOjltmTjVDJosFrHuhNSA4AqayFFAJ9FAZSigHY7v5n57AtrwWDVwmkAg6VDxiDOKVgp6CE8YRlmDS5j1S2Wv4i3grhM/J2WSo94vffUGMUslKGSCGtP1vQSDjGrkTMCs2EsNJJSN6RC6lioqwQTZ4uiZe2mVgRvF2pZCd6H+nsioNGYqQ9spKY7MqjcX//O6KUY3QcZVkiIotlwUpcLF2J0n4A64BoZiagllmttbXTaimjK0ORVtCP7qy+ukVa34XsV/qJZrt3kcBXJOLsgV8ck1qZF7UidNwsgjeSav5M2ZOC/Ou/OxbN1w8pkz8gfO5w9IaJJm</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a2ebghqs6zmyoFYi5dP8QK/tzr0=">AAAB9HicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNYRCswl0arSRgYxkhX5AcYW8zlyzZ3Tt354LhyO+wsVDE1h9j579xk1yhiQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ36Hnfzsbm1vbObmGvuH9weHRcOjltmTjVDJosFrHuhNSA4AqayFFAJ9FAZSigHY7v5n57AtrwWDVwmkAg6VDxiDOKVgp6CE8YRlmDS5j1S2Wv4i3grhM/J2WSo94vffUGMUslKGSCGtP1vQSDjGrkTMCs2EsNJJSN6RC6lioqwQTZ4uiZe2mVgRvF2pZCd6H+nsioNGYqQ9spKY7MqjcX//O6KUY3QcZVkiIotlwUpcLF2J0n4A64BoZiagllmttbXTaimjK0ORVtCP7qy+ukVa34XsV/qJZrt3kcBXJOLsgV8ck1qZF7UidNwsgjeSav5M2ZOC/Ou/OxbN1w8pkz8gfO5w9IaJJm</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a2ebghqs6zmyoFYi5dP8QK/tzr0=">AAAB9HicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNYRCswl0arSRgYxkhX5AcYW8zlyzZ3Tt354LhyO+wsVDE1h9j579xk1yhiQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ36Hnfzsbm1vbObmGvuH9weHRcOjltmTjVDJosFrHuhNSA4AqayFFAJ9FAZSigHY7v5n57AtrwWDVwmkAg6VDxiDOKVgp6CE8YRlmDS5j1S2Wv4i3grhM/J2WSo94vffUGMUslKGSCGtP1vQSDjGrkTMCs2EsNJJSN6RC6lioqwQTZ4uiZe2mVgRvF2pZCd6H+nsioNGYqQ9spKY7MqjcX//O6KUY3QcZVkiIotlwUpcLF2J0n4A64BoZiagllmttbXTaimjK0ORVtCP7qy+ukVa34XsV/qJZrt3kcBXJOLsgV8ck1qZF7UidNwsgjeSav5M2ZOC/Ou/OxbN1w8pkz8gfO5w9IaJJm</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a2ebghqs6zmyoFYi5dP8QK/tzr0=">AAAB9HicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNYRCswl0arSRgYxkhX5AcYW8zlyzZ3Tt354LhyO+wsVDE1h9j579xk1yhiQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ36Hnfzsbm1vbObmGvuH9weHRcOjltmTjVDJosFrHuhNSA4AqayFFAJ9FAZSigHY7v5n57AtrwWDVwmkAg6VDxiDOKVgp6CE8YRlmDS5j1S2Wv4i3grhM/J2WSo94vffUGMUslKGSCGtP1vQSDjGrkTMCs2EsNJJSN6RC6lioqwQTZ4uiZe2mVgRvF2pZCd6H+nsioNGYqQ9spKY7MqjcX//O6KUY3QcZVkiIotlwUpcLF2J0n4A64BoZiagllmttbXTaimjK0ORVtCP7qy+ukVa34XsV/qJZrt3kcBXJOLsgV8ck1qZF7UidNwsgjeSav5M2ZOC/Ou/OxbN1w8pkz8gfO5w9IaJJm</latexit>

Time
<latexit sha1_base64="a2ebghqs6zmyoFYi5dP8QK/tzr0=">AAAB9HicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNYRCswl0arSRgYxkhX5AcYW8zlyzZ3Tt354LhyO+wsVDE1h9j579xk1yhiQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ36Hnfzsbm1vbObmGvuH9weHRcOjltmTjVDJosFrHuhNSA4AqayFFAJ9FAZSigHY7v5n57AtrwWDVwmkAg6VDxiDOKVgp6CE8YRlmDS5j1S2Wv4i3grhM/J2WSo94vffUGMUslKGSCGtP1vQSDjGrkTMCs2EsNJJSN6RC6lioqwQTZ4uiZe2mVgRvF2pZCd6H+nsioNGYqQ9spKY7MqjcX//O6KUY3QcZVkiIotlwUpcLF2J0n4A64BoZiagllmttbXTaimjK0ORVtCP7qy+ukVa34XsV/qJZrt3kcBXJOLsgV8ck1qZF7UidNwsgjeSav5M2ZOC/Ou/OxbN1w8pkz8gfO5w9IaJJm</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a2ebghqs6zmyoFYi5dP8QK/tzr0=">AAAB9HicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNYRCswl0arSRgYxkhX5AcYW8zlyzZ3Tt354LhyO+wsVDE1h9j579xk1yhiQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ36Hnfzsbm1vbObmGvuH9weHRcOjltmTjVDJosFrHuhNSA4AqayFFAJ9FAZSigHY7v5n57AtrwWDVwmkAg6VDxiDOKVgp6CE8YRlmDS5j1S2Wv4i3grhM/J2WSo94vffUGMUslKGSCGtP1vQSDjGrkTMCs2EsNJJSN6RC6lioqwQTZ4uiZe2mVgRvF2pZCd6H+nsioNGYqQ9spKY7MqjcX//O6KUY3QcZVkiIotlwUpcLF2J0n4A64BoZiagllmttbXTaimjK0ORVtCP7qy+ukVa34XsV/qJZrt3kcBXJOLsgV8ck1qZF7UidNwsgjeSav5M2ZOC/Ou/OxbN1w8pkz8gfO5w9IaJJm</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a2ebghqs6zmyoFYi5dP8QK/tzr0=">AAAB9HicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNYRCswl0arSRgYxkhX5AcYW8zlyzZ3Tt354LhyO+wsVDE1h9j579xk1yhiQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ36Hnfzsbm1vbObmGvuH9weHRcOjltmTjVDJosFrHuhNSA4AqayFFAJ9FAZSigHY7v5n57AtrwWDVwmkAg6VDxiDOKVgp6CE8YRlmDS5j1S2Wv4i3grhM/J2WSo94vffUGMUslKGSCGtP1vQSDjGrkTMCs2EsNJJSN6RC6lioqwQTZ4uiZe2mVgRvF2pZCd6H+nsioNGYqQ9spKY7MqjcX//O6KUY3QcZVkiIotlwUpcLF2J0n4A64BoZiagllmttbXTaimjK0ORVtCP7qy+ukVa34XsV/qJZrt3kcBXJOLsgV8ck1qZF7UidNwsgjeSav5M2ZOC/Ou/OxbN1w8pkz8gfO5w9IaJJm</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a2ebghqs6zmyoFYi5dP8QK/tzr0=">AAAB9HicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNYRCswl0arSRgYxkhX5AcYW8zlyzZ3Tt354LhyO+wsVDE1h9j579xk1yhiQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ36Hnfzsbm1vbObmGvuH9weHRcOjltmTjVDJosFrHuhNSA4AqayFFAJ9FAZSigHY7v5n57AtrwWDVwmkAg6VDxiDOKVgp6CE8YRlmDS5j1S2Wv4i3grhM/J2WSo94vffUGMUslKGSCGtP1vQSDjGrkTMCs2EsNJJSN6RC6lioqwQTZ4uiZe2mVgRvF2pZCd6H+nsioNGYqQ9spKY7MqjcX//O6KUY3QcZVkiIotlwUpcLF2J0n4A64BoZiagllmttbXTaimjK0ORVtCP7qy+ukVa34XsV/qJZrt3kcBXJOLsgV8ck1qZF7UidNwsgjeSav5M2ZOC/Ou/OxbN1w8pkz8gfO5w9IaJJm</latexit>

Tumor
<latexit sha1_base64="X6zkmiMWWUbAKDAgOMPZ00ndaGY=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd1c9CQBLx4j5AXJGmYns8mQeSwzvWpY8h9ePCji1X/x5t84SfagiQUNRVU33V1RIrgF3//21tY3Nre2CzvF3b39g8PS0XHL6tRQ1qRaaNOJiGWCK9YEDoJ1EsOIjARrR+Obmd9+YMZyrRowSVgoyVDxmFMCTrrvAXuCKM4aqdRm2i+V/Yo/B14lQU7KKEe9X/rqDTRNJVNABbG2G/gJhBkxwKlg02IvtSwhdEyGrOuoIpLZMJtfPcXnThngWBtXCvBc/T2REWntREauUxIY2WVvJv7ndVOIr8KMqyQFpuhiUZwKDBrPIsADbhgFMXGEUMPdrZiOiCEUXFBFF0Kw/PIqaVUrgV8J7qrl2nUeRwGdojN0gQJ0iWroFtVRE1Fk0DN6RW/eo/fivXsfi9Y1L585QX/gff4AQTyS+A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="X6zkmiMWWUbAKDAgOMPZ00ndaGY=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd1c9CQBLx4j5AXJGmYns8mQeSwzvWpY8h9ePCji1X/x5t84SfagiQUNRVU33V1RIrgF3//21tY3Nre2CzvF3b39g8PS0XHL6tRQ1qRaaNOJiGWCK9YEDoJ1EsOIjARrR+Obmd9+YMZyrRowSVgoyVDxmFMCTrrvAXuCKM4aqdRm2i+V/Yo/B14lQU7KKEe9X/rqDTRNJVNABbG2G/gJhBkxwKlg02IvtSwhdEyGrOuoIpLZMJtfPcXnThngWBtXCvBc/T2REWntREauUxIY2WVvJv7ndVOIr8KMqyQFpuhiUZwKDBrPIsADbhgFMXGEUMPdrZiOiCEUXFBFF0Kw/PIqaVUrgV8J7qrl2nUeRwGdojN0gQJ0iWroFtVRE1Fk0DN6RW/eo/fivXsfi9Y1L585QX/gff4AQTyS+A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="X6zkmiMWWUbAKDAgOMPZ00ndaGY=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd1c9CQBLx4j5AXJGmYns8mQeSwzvWpY8h9ePCji1X/x5t84SfagiQUNRVU33V1RIrgF3//21tY3Nre2CzvF3b39g8PS0XHL6tRQ1qRaaNOJiGWCK9YEDoJ1EsOIjARrR+Obmd9+YMZyrRowSVgoyVDxmFMCTrrvAXuCKM4aqdRm2i+V/Yo/B14lQU7KKEe9X/rqDTRNJVNABbG2G/gJhBkxwKlg02IvtSwhdEyGrOuoIpLZMJtfPcXnThngWBtXCvBc/T2REWntREauUxIY2WVvJv7ndVOIr8KMqyQFpuhiUZwKDBrPIsADbhgFMXGEUMPdrZiOiCEUXFBFF0Kw/PIqaVUrgV8J7qrl2nUeRwGdojN0gQJ0iWroFtVRE1Fk0DN6RW/eo/fivXsfi9Y1L585QX/gff4AQTyS+A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="X6zkmiMWWUbAKDAgOMPZ00ndaGY=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd1c9CQBLx4j5AXJGmYns8mQeSwzvWpY8h9ePCji1X/x5t84SfagiQUNRVU33V1RIrgF3//21tY3Nre2CzvF3b39g8PS0XHL6tRQ1qRaaNOJiGWCK9YEDoJ1EsOIjARrR+Obmd9+YMZyrRowSVgoyVDxmFMCTrrvAXuCKM4aqdRm2i+V/Yo/B14lQU7KKEe9X/rqDTRNJVNABbG2G/gJhBkxwKlg02IvtSwhdEyGrOuoIpLZMJtfPcXnThngWBtXCvBc/T2REWntREauUxIY2WVvJv7ndVOIr8KMqyQFpuhiUZwKDBrPIsADbhgFMXGEUMPdrZiOiCEUXFBFF0Kw/PIqaVUrgV8J7qrl2nUeRwGdojN0gQJ0iWroFtVRE1Fk0DN6RW/eo/fivXsfi9Y1L585QX/gff4AQTyS+A==</latexit>

Phylogeny
<latexit sha1_base64="SL1g/Pdcek90ZGnLqYeO726vSTU=">AAAB+3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Yj16CRbBU0l60ZMUvHisYD+gLWWznbRLN5uwO5GGkL/ixYMiXv0j3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbm+bHgGl332yptbe/s7pX3KweHR8cn9mm1o6NEMWizSESq51MNgktoI0cBvVgBDX0BXX92t/C7T6A0j+QjpjEMQzqRPOCMopFGdnWAMEc/yFrTVEQTkGk+smtu3V3C2SReQWqkQGtkfw3GEUtCkMgE1brvuTEOM6qQMwF5ZZBoiCmb0Qn0DZU0BD3MlrfnzqVRxk4QKVMSnaX6eyKjodZp6JvOkOJUr3sL8T+vn2BwM8y4jBMEyVaLgkQ4GDmLIJwxV8BQpIZQpri51WFTqihDE1fFhOCtv7xJOo2659a9h0ateVvEUSbn5IJcEY9ckya5Jy3SJozMyTN5JW9Wbr1Y79bHqrVkFTNn5A+szx/p0pT5</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SL1g/Pdcek90ZGnLqYeO726vSTU=">AAAB+3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Yj16CRbBU0l60ZMUvHisYD+gLWWznbRLN5uwO5GGkL/ixYMiXv0j3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbm+bHgGl332yptbe/s7pX3KweHR8cn9mm1o6NEMWizSESq51MNgktoI0cBvVgBDX0BXX92t/C7T6A0j+QjpjEMQzqRPOCMopFGdnWAMEc/yFrTVEQTkGk+smtu3V3C2SReQWqkQGtkfw3GEUtCkMgE1brvuTEOM6qQMwF5ZZBoiCmb0Qn0DZU0BD3MlrfnzqVRxk4QKVMSnaX6eyKjodZp6JvOkOJUr3sL8T+vn2BwM8y4jBMEyVaLgkQ4GDmLIJwxV8BQpIZQpri51WFTqihDE1fFhOCtv7xJOo2659a9h0ateVvEUSbn5IJcEY9ckya5Jy3SJozMyTN5JW9Wbr1Y79bHqrVkFTNn5A+szx/p0pT5</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SL1g/Pdcek90ZGnLqYeO726vSTU=">AAAB+3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Yj16CRbBU0l60ZMUvHisYD+gLWWznbRLN5uwO5GGkL/ixYMiXv0j3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbm+bHgGl332yptbe/s7pX3KweHR8cn9mm1o6NEMWizSESq51MNgktoI0cBvVgBDX0BXX92t/C7T6A0j+QjpjEMQzqRPOCMopFGdnWAMEc/yFrTVEQTkGk+smtu3V3C2SReQWqkQGtkfw3GEUtCkMgE1brvuTEOM6qQMwF5ZZBoiCmb0Qn0DZU0BD3MlrfnzqVRxk4QKVMSnaX6eyKjodZp6JvOkOJUr3sL8T+vn2BwM8y4jBMEyVaLgkQ4GDmLIJwxV8BQpIZQpri51WFTqihDE1fFhOCtv7xJOo2659a9h0ateVvEUSbn5IJcEY9ckya5Jy3SJozMyTN5JW9Wbr1Y79bHqrVkFTNn5A+szx/p0pT5</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SL1g/Pdcek90ZGnLqYeO726vSTU=">AAAB+3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Yj16CRbBU0l60ZMUvHisYD+gLWWznbRLN5uwO5GGkL/ixYMiXv0j3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbm+bHgGl332yptbe/s7pX3KweHR8cn9mm1o6NEMWizSESq51MNgktoI0cBvVgBDX0BXX92t/C7T6A0j+QjpjEMQzqRPOCMopFGdnWAMEc/yFrTVEQTkGk+smtu3V3C2SReQWqkQGtkfw3GEUtCkMgE1brvuTEOM6qQMwF5ZZBoiCmb0Qn0DZU0BD3MlrfnzqVRxk4QKVMSnaX6eyKjodZp6JvOkOJUr3sL8T+vn2BwM8y4jBMEyVaLgkQ4GDmLIJwxV8BQpIZQpri51WFTqihDE1fFhOCtv7xJOo2659a9h0ateVvEUSbn5IJcEY9ckya5Jy3SJozMyTN5JW9Wbr1Y79bHqrVkFTNn5A+szx/p0pT5</latexit>

Clonal Expansion
<latexit sha1_base64="pz4CLBK757jfwgwytxl8AIvXL1w=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEVyXpRldSKILLCvYBbSiT6aQdOpmEmRtpCcWNv+LGhSJu/Qp3/o2TNgttPTBwOOdc7tzjx4JrcJxvq7C2vrG5Vdwu7ezu7R/Yh0ctHSWKsiaNRKQ6PtFMcMmawEGwTqwYCX3B2v64nvntB6Y0j+Q9TGPmhWQoecApASP17ZMesAn4QVoXkSQC30xiIrP0rG+XnYozB14lbk7KKEejb3/1BhFNQiaBCqJ113Vi8FKigFPBZqVeollM6JgMWddQSUKmvXR+wgyfG2WAg0iZJwHP1d8TKQm1noa+SYYERnrZy8T/vG4CwZWXchknwCRdLAoSgSHCWR94wBWjIKaGEKq4+SumI6IIBdNayZTgLp+8SlrViutU3LtquXad11FEp+gMXSAXXaIaukUN1EQUPaJn9IrerCfrxXq3PhbRgpXPHKM/sD5/ANaol64=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pz4CLBK757jfwgwytxl8AIvXL1w=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEVyXpRldSKILLCvYBbSiT6aQdOpmEmRtpCcWNv+LGhSJu/Qp3/o2TNgttPTBwOOdc7tzjx4JrcJxvq7C2vrG5Vdwu7ezu7R/Yh0ctHSWKsiaNRKQ6PtFMcMmawEGwTqwYCX3B2v64nvntB6Y0j+Q9TGPmhWQoecApASP17ZMesAn4QVoXkSQC30xiIrP0rG+XnYozB14lbk7KKEejb3/1BhFNQiaBCqJ113Vi8FKigFPBZqVeollM6JgMWddQSUKmvXR+wgyfG2WAg0iZJwHP1d8TKQm1noa+SYYERnrZy8T/vG4CwZWXchknwCRdLAoSgSHCWR94wBWjIKaGEKq4+SumI6IIBdNayZTgLp+8SlrViutU3LtquXad11FEp+gMXSAXXaIaukUN1EQUPaJn9IrerCfrxXq3PhbRgpXPHKM/sD5/ANaol64=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pz4CLBK757jfwgwytxl8AIvXL1w=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEVyXpRldSKILLCvYBbSiT6aQdOpmEmRtpCcWNv+LGhSJu/Qp3/o2TNgttPTBwOOdc7tzjx4JrcJxvq7C2vrG5Vdwu7ezu7R/Yh0ctHSWKsiaNRKQ6PtFMcMmawEGwTqwYCX3B2v64nvntB6Y0j+Q9TGPmhWQoecApASP17ZMesAn4QVoXkSQC30xiIrP0rG+XnYozB14lbk7KKEejb3/1BhFNQiaBCqJ113Vi8FKigFPBZqVeollM6JgMWddQSUKmvXR+wgyfG2WAg0iZJwHP1d8TKQm1noa+SYYERnrZy8T/vG4CwZWXchknwCRdLAoSgSHCWR94wBWjIKaGEKq4+SumI6IIBdNayZTgLp+8SlrViutU3LtquXad11FEp+gMXSAXXaIaukUN1EQUPaJn9IrerCfrxXq3PhbRgpXPHKM/sD5/ANaol64=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pz4CLBK757jfwgwytxl8AIvXL1w=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEVyXpRldSKILLCvYBbSiT6aQdOpmEmRtpCcWNv+LGhSJu/Qp3/o2TNgttPTBwOOdc7tzjx4JrcJxvq7C2vrG5Vdwu7ezu7R/Yh0ctHSWKsiaNRKQ6PtFMcMmawEGwTqwYCX3B2v64nvntB6Y0j+Q9TGPmhWQoecApASP17ZMesAn4QVoXkSQC30xiIrP0rG+XnYozB14lbk7KKEejb3/1BhFNQiaBCqJ113Vi8FKigFPBZqVeollM6JgMWddQSUKmvXR+wgyfG2WAg0iZJwHP1d8TKQm1noa+SYYERnrZy8T/vG4CwZWXchknwCRdLAoSgSHCWR94wBWjIKaGEKq4+SumI6IIBdNayZTgLp+8SlrViutU3LtquXad11FEp+gMXSAXXaIaukUN1EQUPaJn9IrerCfrxXq3PhbRgpXPHKM/sD5/ANaol64=</latexit>

First
<latexit sha1_base64="11Qx+h2r3xF7HKlqdvajVTeXZKs=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkvepKCIB4r2A9oY9lsJ+3SzSbsTtQS+j+8eFDEq//Fm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+Oyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwaeJUc2jwWMa6HTADUihooEAJ7UQDiwIJrWB0NfVbD6CNiNUdjhPwIzZQIhScoZXuuwhPGITZtdAGJ71S2a24M9Bl4uWkTHLUe6Wvbj/maQQKuWTGdDw3QT9jGgWXMCl2UwMJ4yM2gI6likVg/Gx29YSeWqVPw1jbUkhn6u+JjEXGjKPAdkYMh2bRm4r/eZ0Uwws/EypJERSfLwpTSTGm0whoX2jgKMeWMK6FvZXyIdOMow2qaEPwFl9eJs1qxXMr3m21XLvM4yiQY3JCzohHzkmN3JA6aRBONHkmr+TNeXRenHfnY9664uQzR+QPnM8fKiOS6Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="11Qx+h2r3xF7HKlqdvajVTeXZKs=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkvepKCIB4r2A9oY9lsJ+3SzSbsTtQS+j+8eFDEq//Fm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+Oyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwaeJUc2jwWMa6HTADUihooEAJ7UQDiwIJrWB0NfVbD6CNiNUdjhPwIzZQIhScoZXuuwhPGITZtdAGJ71S2a24M9Bl4uWkTHLUe6Wvbj/maQQKuWTGdDw3QT9jGgWXMCl2UwMJ4yM2gI6likVg/Gx29YSeWqVPw1jbUkhn6u+JjEXGjKPAdkYMh2bRm4r/eZ0Uwws/EypJERSfLwpTSTGm0whoX2jgKMeWMK6FvZXyIdOMow2qaEPwFl9eJs1qxXMr3m21XLvM4yiQY3JCzohHzkmN3JA6aRBONHkmr+TNeXRenHfnY9664uQzR+QPnM8fKiOS6Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="11Qx+h2r3xF7HKlqdvajVTeXZKs=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkvepKCIB4r2A9oY9lsJ+3SzSbsTtQS+j+8eFDEq//Fm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+Oyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwaeJUc2jwWMa6HTADUihooEAJ7UQDiwIJrWB0NfVbD6CNiNUdjhPwIzZQIhScoZXuuwhPGITZtdAGJ71S2a24M9Bl4uWkTHLUe6Wvbj/maQQKuWTGdDw3QT9jGgWXMCl2UwMJ4yM2gI6likVg/Gx29YSeWqVPw1jbUkhn6u+JjEXGjKPAdkYMh2bRm4r/eZ0Uwws/EypJERSfLwpTSTGm0whoX2jgKMeWMK6FvZXyIdOMow2qaEPwFl9eJs1qxXMr3m21XLvM4yiQY3JCzohHzkmN3JA6aRBONHkmr+TNeXRenHfnY9664uQzR+QPnM8fKiOS6Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="11Qx+h2r3xF7HKlqdvajVTeXZKs=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkvepKCIB4r2A9oY9lsJ+3SzSbsTtQS+j+8eFDEq//Fm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+Oyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwaeJUc2jwWMa6HTADUihooEAJ7UQDiwIJrWB0NfVbD6CNiNUdjhPwIzZQIhScoZXuuwhPGITZtdAGJ71S2a24M9Bl4uWkTHLUe6Wvbj/maQQKuWTGdDw3QT9jGgWXMCl2UwMJ4yM2gI6likVg/Gx29YSeWqVPw1jbUkhn6u+JjEXGjKPAdkYMh2bRm4r/eZ0Uwws/EypJERSfLwpTSTGm0whoX2jgKMeWMK6FvZXyIdOMow2qaEPwFl9eJs1qxXMr3m21XLvM4yiQY3JCzohHzkmN3JA6aRBONHkmr+TNeXRenHfnY9664uQzR+QPnM8fKiOS6Q==</latexit>

Mutant
<latexit sha1_base64="NAtfDLRVMpsIpCewR4EtxqsMsJY=">AAAB+HicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8aPRC1tDoNgFe7SaCUBGxshgvmA5Ah7m7lkyd7esTsrxiO/xMZCEVt/ip3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvDAVXKPnfTtr6xubW9uFneLu3v5BqXx41NKJUQyaLBGJ6oRUg+ASmshRQCdVQONQQDscX8/89gMozRN5j5MUgpgOJY84o2ilfrnUQ3jEMMpuDVKJ03654lW9OdxV4uekQnI0+uWv3iBhJgaJTFCtu76XYpBRhZwJmBZ7RkNK2ZgOoWuppDHoIJsfPnXPrDJwo0TZkujO1d8TGY21nsSh7YwpjvSyNxP/87oGo8sg4zI1CJItFkVGuJi4sxTcAVfAUEwsoUxxe6vLRlRRhjarog3BX355lbRqVd+r+ne1Sv0qj6NATsgpOSc+uSB1ckMapEkYMeSZvJI358l5cd6dj0XrmpPPHJM/cD5/AHg1k5U=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NAtfDLRVMpsIpCewR4EtxqsMsJY=">AAAB+HicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8aPRC1tDoNgFe7SaCUBGxshgvmA5Ah7m7lkyd7esTsrxiO/xMZCEVt/ip3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvDAVXKPnfTtr6xubW9uFneLu3v5BqXx41NKJUQyaLBGJ6oRUg+ASmshRQCdVQONQQDscX8/89gMozRN5j5MUgpgOJY84o2ilfrnUQ3jEMMpuDVKJ03654lW9OdxV4uekQnI0+uWv3iBhJgaJTFCtu76XYpBRhZwJmBZ7RkNK2ZgOoWuppDHoIJsfPnXPrDJwo0TZkujO1d8TGY21nsSh7YwpjvSyNxP/87oGo8sg4zI1CJItFkVGuJi4sxTcAVfAUEwsoUxxe6vLRlRRhjarog3BX355lbRqVd+r+ne1Sv0qj6NATsgpOSc+uSB1ckMapEkYMeSZvJI358l5cd6dj0XrmpPPHJM/cD5/AHg1k5U=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NAtfDLRVMpsIpCewR4EtxqsMsJY=">AAAB+HicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8aPRC1tDoNgFe7SaCUBGxshgvmA5Ah7m7lkyd7esTsrxiO/xMZCEVt/ip3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvDAVXKPnfTtr6xubW9uFneLu3v5BqXx41NKJUQyaLBGJ6oRUg+ASmshRQCdVQONQQDscX8/89gMozRN5j5MUgpgOJY84o2ilfrnUQ3jEMMpuDVKJ03654lW9OdxV4uekQnI0+uWv3iBhJgaJTFCtu76XYpBRhZwJmBZ7RkNK2ZgOoWuppDHoIJsfPnXPrDJwo0TZkujO1d8TGY21nsSh7YwpjvSyNxP/87oGo8sg4zI1CJItFkVGuJi4sxTcAVfAUEwsoUxxe6vLRlRRhjarog3BX355lbRqVd+r+ne1Sv0qj6NATsgpOSc+uSB1ckMapEkYMeSZvJI358l5cd6dj0XrmpPPHJM/cD5/AHg1k5U=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NAtfDLRVMpsIpCewR4EtxqsMsJY=">AAAB+HicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8aPRC1tDoNgFe7SaCUBGxshgvmA5Ah7m7lkyd7esTsrxiO/xMZCEVt/ip3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvDAVXKPnfTtr6xubW9uFneLu3v5BqXx41NKJUQyaLBGJ6oRUg+ASmshRQCdVQONQQDscX8/89gMozRN5j5MUgpgOJY84o2ilfrnUQ3jEMMpuDVKJ03654lW9OdxV4uekQnI0+uWv3iBhJgaJTFCtu76XYpBRhZwJmBZ7RkNK2ZgOoWuppDHoIJsfPnXPrDJwo0TZkujO1d8TGY21nsSh7YwpjvSyNxP/87oGo8sg4zI1CJItFkVGuJi4sxTcAVfAUEwsoUxxe6vLRlRRhjarog3BX355lbRqVd+r+ne1Sv0qj6NATsgpOSc+uSB1ckMapEkYMeSZvJI358l5cd6dj0XrmpPPHJM/cD5/AHg1k5U=</latexit>

Tissue
<latexit sha1_base64="CUjt/p4SLcuY/68WA1GXx9ZEGHw=">AAAB+HicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8aPnFraHAbBKtyl0UoCNpYR8gVJCHubuWTJ3t6xOyvGI7/ExkIRW3+Knf/GTXKFJj4YeLw3w8y8MBVco+9/OxubW9s7u4W94v7B4VHJPT5p6cQoBk2WiER1QqpBcAlN5CigkyqgcSigHU5u5377AZTmiWzgNIV+TEeSR5xRtNLALfUQHjGMsgbX2sBs4Jb9ir+At06CnJRJjvrA/eoNE2ZikMgE1bob+Cn2M6qQMwGzYs9oSCmb0BF0LZU0Bt3PFofPvAurDL0oUbYkegv190RGY62ncWg7Y4pjverNxf+8rsHoup9xmRoEyZaLIiM8TLx5Ct6QK2AoppZQpri91WNjqihDm1XRhhCsvrxOWtVK4FeC+2q5dpPHUSBn5JxckoBckRq5I3XSJIwY8kxeyZvz5Lw4787HsnXDyWdOyR84nz9+ZJOZ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CUjt/p4SLcuY/68WA1GXx9ZEGHw=">AAAB+HicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8aPnFraHAbBKtyl0UoCNpYR8gVJCHubuWTJ3t6xOyvGI7/ExkIRW3+Knf/GTXKFJj4YeLw3w8y8MBVco+9/OxubW9s7u4W94v7B4VHJPT5p6cQoBk2WiER1QqpBcAlN5CigkyqgcSigHU5u5377AZTmiWzgNIV+TEeSR5xRtNLALfUQHjGMsgbX2sBs4Jb9ir+At06CnJRJjvrA/eoNE2ZikMgE1bob+Cn2M6qQMwGzYs9oSCmb0BF0LZU0Bt3PFofPvAurDL0oUbYkegv190RGY62ncWg7Y4pjverNxf+8rsHoup9xmRoEyZaLIiM8TLx5Ct6QK2AoppZQpri91WNjqihDm1XRhhCsvrxOWtVK4FeC+2q5dpPHUSBn5JxckoBckRq5I3XSJIwY8kxeyZvz5Lw4787HsnXDyWdOyR84nz9+ZJOZ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CUjt/p4SLcuY/68WA1GXx9ZEGHw=">AAAB+HicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8aPnFraHAbBKtyl0UoCNpYR8gVJCHubuWTJ3t6xOyvGI7/ExkIRW3+Knf/GTXKFJj4YeLw3w8y8MBVco+9/OxubW9s7u4W94v7B4VHJPT5p6cQoBk2WiER1QqpBcAlN5CigkyqgcSigHU5u5377AZTmiWzgNIV+TEeSR5xRtNLALfUQHjGMsgbX2sBs4Jb9ir+At06CnJRJjvrA/eoNE2ZikMgE1bob+Cn2M6qQMwGzYs9oSCmb0BF0LZU0Bt3PFofPvAurDL0oUbYkegv190RGY62ncWg7Y4pjverNxf+8rsHoup9xmRoEyZaLIiM8TLx5Ct6QK2AoppZQpri91WNjqihDm1XRhhCsvrxOWtVK4FeC+2q5dpPHUSBn5JxckoBckRq5I3XSJIwY8kxeyZvz5Lw4787HsnXDyWdOyR84nz9+ZJOZ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CUjt/p4SLcuY/68WA1GXx9ZEGHw=">AAAB+HicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8aPnFraHAbBKtyl0UoCNpYR8gVJCHubuWTJ3t6xOyvGI7/ExkIRW3+Knf/GTXKFJj4YeLw3w8y8MBVco+9/OxubW9s7u4W94v7B4VHJPT5p6cQoBk2WiER1QqpBcAlN5CigkyqgcSigHU5u5377AZTmiWzgNIV+TEeSR5xRtNLALfUQHjGMsgbX2sBs4Jb9ir+At06CnJRJjvrA/eoNE2ZikMgE1bob+Cn2M6qQMwGzYs9oSCmb0BF0LZU0Bt3PFofPvAurDL0oUbYkegv190RGY62ncWg7Y4pjverNxf+8rsHoup9xmRoEyZaLIiM8TLx5Ct6QK2AoppZQpri91WNjqihDm1XRhhCsvrxOWtVK4FeC+2q5dpPHUSBn5JxckoBckRq5I3XSJIwY8kxeyZvz5Lw4787HsnXDyWdOyR84nz9+ZJOZ</latexit>

Normal
<latexit sha1_base64="6KYUlqhOZHjZSy2qtJljrs92Zys=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMjUY9eBoPgKezmoicJePEkEcwDkiXMTmaTIfNYZnrFuORLvHhQxKuf4s2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7okRwC77/7a2tb2xubRd2irt7+wel8uFRy+rUUNakWmjTiYhlgivWBA6CdRLDiIwEa0fj65nffmDGcq3uYZKwUJKh4jGnBJzUL5d6wB4hirNbbSQR03654lf9OfAqCXJSQTka/fJXb6BpKpkCKoi13cBPIMyIAU4FmxZ7qWUJoWMyZF1HFZHMhtn88Ck+c8oAx9q4UoDn6u+JjEhrJzJynZLAyC57M/E/r5tCfBlmXCUpMEUXi+JUYNB4lgIecMMoiIkjhBrubsV0RAyh4LIquhCC5ZdXSatWDfxqcFer1K/yOAroBJ2icxSgC1RHN6iBmoiiFD2jV/TmPXkv3rv3sWhd8/KZY/QH3ucPX9eThQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6KYUlqhOZHjZSy2qtJljrs92Zys=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMjUY9eBoPgKezmoicJePEkEcwDkiXMTmaTIfNYZnrFuORLvHhQxKuf4s2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7okRwC77/7a2tb2xubRd2irt7+wel8uFRy+rUUNakWmjTiYhlgivWBA6CdRLDiIwEa0fj65nffmDGcq3uYZKwUJKh4jGnBJzUL5d6wB4hirNbbSQR03654lf9OfAqCXJSQTka/fJXb6BpKpkCKoi13cBPIMyIAU4FmxZ7qWUJoWMyZF1HFZHMhtn88Ck+c8oAx9q4UoDn6u+JjEhrJzJynZLAyC57M/E/r5tCfBlmXCUpMEUXi+JUYNB4lgIecMMoiIkjhBrubsV0RAyh4LIquhCC5ZdXSatWDfxqcFer1K/yOAroBJ2icxSgC1RHN6iBmoiiFD2jV/TmPXkv3rv3sWhd8/KZY/QH3ucPX9eThQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6KYUlqhOZHjZSy2qtJljrs92Zys=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMjUY9eBoPgKezmoicJePEkEcwDkiXMTmaTIfNYZnrFuORLvHhQxKuf4s2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7okRwC77/7a2tb2xubRd2irt7+wel8uFRy+rUUNakWmjTiYhlgivWBA6CdRLDiIwEa0fj65nffmDGcq3uYZKwUJKh4jGnBJzUL5d6wB4hirNbbSQR03654lf9OfAqCXJSQTka/fJXb6BpKpkCKoi13cBPIMyIAU4FmxZ7qWUJoWMyZF1HFZHMhtn88Ck+c8oAx9q4UoDn6u+JjEhrJzJynZLAyC57M/E/r5tCfBlmXCUpMEUXi+JUYNB4lgIecMMoiIkjhBrubsV0RAyh4LIquhCC5ZdXSatWDfxqcFer1K/yOAroBJ2icxSgC1RHN6iBmoiiFD2jV/TmPXkv3rv3sWhd8/KZY/QH3ucPX9eThQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6KYUlqhOZHjZSy2qtJljrs92Zys=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMjUY9eBoPgKezmoicJePEkEcwDkiXMTmaTIfNYZnrFuORLvHhQxKuf4s2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7okRwC77/7a2tb2xubRd2irt7+wel8uFRy+rUUNakWmjTiYhlgivWBA6CdRLDiIwEa0fj65nffmDGcq3uYZKwUJKh4jGnBJzUL5d6wB4hirNbbSQR03654lf9OfAqCXJSQTka/fJXb6BpKpkCKoi13cBPIMyIAU4FmxZ7qWUJoWMyZF1HFZHMhtn88Ck+c8oAx9q4UoDn6u+JjEhrJzJynZLAyC57M/E/r5tCfBlmXCUpMEUXi+JUYNB4lgIecMMoiIkjhBrubsV0RAyh4LIquhCC5ZdXSatWDfxqcFer1K/yOAroBJ2icxSgC1RHN6iBmoiiFD2jV/TmPXkv3rv3sWhd8/KZY/QH3ucPX9eThQ==</latexit>

Figure 1.1 : Tumor evolution and its phylogeny. (Left) The first mutation occurs in

the genome of a healthy cell in the normal tissue before the cancer tumor emerges. The cell

with this mutation gains a selective advantage and becomes dominant in the population

of cells in this normal tissue, this results in a drastic change in the mutational landscape

of the population of cells (the pink region). More mutations emerge from which some are

removed by the natural selection (for example, the ones in dark blue), and some are not

(red, orange, and green). Finally, one can observe the e↵ect of this evolutionary pattern in

the present-day cells. (Right) A phylogenetic tree that summarizes the evolutionary pattern

and the accumulated mutations on the left. In the phylogenetic tree, the circles indicate

the mutations and their sizes are representing the size of the associated subpopulation of

cells. (Source Image from [1])

The advantageous subclones persist in the presence of various selective environ-

mental pressures until new advantageous subclone(s) replace them. This evolutionary

process results in intra-tumor heterogeneity (ITH), which complicates the diagnosis

of cancer and increases the chances of drug resistance.

From an evolutionary perspective, the mutations inherited among the cells can

be viewed as a microscopic Darwinian framework of mutations, selection, and fit-

ness, modeled by branching diagram or ‘phylogenetic tree’ showing the evolutionary

relationships among the cells. The tips–or leaves–of the phylogeny represent the
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present-day cells, whereas the inner nodes represent the ancestral cells (Fig. 1.2)

Figure 1.2 : An example of a phylogenetic tree with genomic mutations. In this

figure, the genomic mutations are placed on the branches of the tree, the leaves of the

tree are the present-day cells whose genomic contents are available. The di↵erent genomic

mutations are illustrated using stars, each color represents a mutation at a di↵erent genomic

locus or of a di↵erent type. The ancestral cells and present-day cells are shown by thin and

thick circles, respectively.

This view of cancer from an evolutionary perspective allows for using a rich body

of algorithms and models for phylogenetic inference that were originally developed for

evolutionary biology questions including Perfect Phylogeny and infinite-sites model

that we have incorporated in this thesis.
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1.2 Single-cell sequencing: applications and requirements

To understand ITH, most of the studies thus far have relied on bulk high-throughput

sequencing data which represents extracted genomic content from a tissue consisting

of millions of cells by providing randomly sampled DNA sequences (reads) from all

the genomes present in the tissue.

The admixture signal obtained from such data is an average signal from all the distinct

cells and their subpopulations [4]. Owing to this ambiguity, deconvolution of these

signals became a major computational challenge in the last two decades.

With the advent of single-cell DNA sequencing technologies, which provide se-

quencing data from single cells, analyzing tens of thousands of individual cells from

the patient is now possible. A fuzzy picture of averaged signals from bulk sequenc-

ing data is now turning into a high-resolution one that shows the superior clarity

cell-to-cell variability and enables scientists to zoom into the pixels of life one by one.

Fig. 1.3(a-d) illustrates the general steps for library preparation using SCS. Single-cell

sequencing is a new powerful technology that addresses this issue of average signal

and promises to overcome other persisting issues in cancer research [4] such as:

• investigating intra-tumor heterogeneity;

• discovery of rare clones of cells;

• a better comparison between the mutation rates in tumor and normal samples;

• reconstructing the evolutionary history of a tumor;
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• understanding metastasis and other biological processes that occur in a cancer-

ous tumor.

f)
<latexit sha1_base64="ZPntqfK2445bSORUa29HZqUm0uo=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBH0UpJe9CQFLx4r2A9IQ9lsN+3SzW7YnYgl9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4Qc/7dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFx26hMU9aiSijdjYhhgkvWQo6CdVPNSBIJ1onGtzO/88i04Uo+4CRlYUKGksecErRS0EP2hFGcx5fTfqXq1bw53FXiF6QKBZr9yldvoGiWMIlUEGMC30sxzIlGTgWblnuZYSmhYzJkgaWSJMyE+fzkqXtulYEbK21LojtXf0/kJDFmkkS2MyE4MsveTPzPCzKMr8OcyzRDJuliUZwJF5U7+98dcM0oioklhGpub3XpiGhC0aZUtiH4yy+vkna95ns1/75ebdwUcZTgFM7gAny4ggbcQRNaQEHBM7zCm4POi/PufCxa15xi5gT+wPn8AXC7kVI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZPntqfK2445bSORUa29HZqUm0uo=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBH0UpJe9CQFLx4r2A9IQ9lsN+3SzW7YnYgl9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4Qc/7dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFx26hMU9aiSijdjYhhgkvWQo6CdVPNSBIJ1onGtzO/88i04Uo+4CRlYUKGksecErRS0EP2hFGcx5fTfqXq1bw53FXiF6QKBZr9yldvoGiWMIlUEGMC30sxzIlGTgWblnuZYSmhYzJkgaWSJMyE+fzkqXtulYEbK21LojtXf0/kJDFmkkS2MyE4MsveTPzPCzKMr8OcyzRDJuliUZwJF5U7+98dcM0oioklhGpub3XpiGhC0aZUtiH4yy+vkna95ns1/75ebdwUcZTgFM7gAny4ggbcQRNaQEHBM7zCm4POi/PufCxa15xi5gT+wPn8AXC7kVI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZPntqfK2445bSORUa29HZqUm0uo=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBH0UpJe9CQFLx4r2A9IQ9lsN+3SzW7YnYgl9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4Qc/7dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFx26hMU9aiSijdjYhhgkvWQo6CdVPNSBIJ1onGtzO/88i04Uo+4CRlYUKGksecErRS0EP2hFGcx5fTfqXq1bw53FXiF6QKBZr9yldvoGiWMIlUEGMC30sxzIlGTgWblnuZYSmhYzJkgaWSJMyE+fzkqXtulYEbK21LojtXf0/kJDFmkkS2MyE4MsveTPzPCzKMr8OcyzRDJuliUZwJF5U7+98dcM0oioklhGpub3XpiGhC0aZUtiH4yy+vkna95ns1/75ebdwUcZTgFM7gAny4ggbcQRNaQEHBM7zCm4POi/PufCxa15xi5gT+wPn8AXC7kVI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZPntqfK2445bSORUa29HZqUm0uo=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBH0UpJe9CQFLx4r2A9IQ9lsN+3SzW7YnYgl9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4Qc/7dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFx26hMU9aiSijdjYhhgkvWQo6CdVPNSBIJ1onGtzO/88i04Uo+4CRlYUKGksecErRS0EP2hFGcx5fTfqXq1bw53FXiF6QKBZr9yldvoGiWMIlUEGMC30sxzIlGTgWblnuZYSmhYzJkgaWSJMyE+fzkqXtulYEbK21LojtXf0/kJDFmkkS2MyE4MsveTPzPCzKMr8OcyzRDJuliUZwJF5U7+98dcM0oioklhGpub3XpiGhC0aZUtiH4yy+vkna95ns1/75ebdwUcZTgFM7gAny4ggbcQRNaQEHBM7zCm4POi/PufCxa15xi5gT+wPn8AXC7kVI=</latexit>

b)
<latexit sha1_base64="qPubgJhCb1CrfZMoLNGvvfugHO4=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBH0UpJe9CQFLx4r2A9IQ9lsJ+3SzW7YnYgl9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4Qc/7dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFx26hMM2gxJZTuRtSA4BJayFFAN9VAk0hAJxrfzvzOI2jDlXzASQphQoeSx5xRtFLQQ3jCKM6jy2m/UvVq3hzuKvELUiUFmv3KV2+gWJaARCaoMYHvpRjmVCNnAqblXmYgpWxMhxBYKmkCJsznJ0/dc6sM3FhpWxLdufp7IqeJMZMksp0JxZFZ9mbif16QYXwd5lymGYJki0VxJlxU7ux/d8A1MBQTSyjT3N7qshHVlKFNqWxD8JdfXiXtes33av59vdq4KeIokVNyRi6IT65Ig9yRJmkRRhR5Jq/kzUHnxXl3Phata04xc0L+wPn8AWqjkU4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qPubgJhCb1CrfZMoLNGvvfugHO4=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBH0UpJe9CQFLx4r2A9IQ9lsJ+3SzW7YnYgl9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4Qc/7dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFx26hMM2gxJZTuRtSA4BJayFFAN9VAk0hAJxrfzvzOI2jDlXzASQphQoeSx5xRtFLQQ3jCKM6jy2m/UvVq3hzuKvELUiUFmv3KV2+gWJaARCaoMYHvpRjmVCNnAqblXmYgpWxMhxBYKmkCJsznJ0/dc6sM3FhpWxLdufp7IqeJMZMksp0JxZFZ9mbif16QYXwd5lymGYJki0VxJlxU7ux/d8A1MBQTSyjT3N7qshHVlKFNqWxD8JdfXiXtes33av59vdq4KeIokVNyRi6IT65Ig9yRJmkRRhR5Jq/kzUHnxXl3Phata04xc0L+wPn8AWqjkU4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qPubgJhCb1CrfZMoLNGvvfugHO4=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBH0UpJe9CQFLx4r2A9IQ9lsJ+3SzW7YnYgl9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4Qc/7dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFx26hMM2gxJZTuRtSA4BJayFFAN9VAk0hAJxrfzvzOI2jDlXzASQphQoeSx5xRtFLQQ3jCKM6jy2m/UvVq3hzuKvELUiUFmv3KV2+gWJaARCaoMYHvpRjmVCNnAqblXmYgpWxMhxBYKmkCJsznJ0/dc6sM3FhpWxLdufp7IqeJMZMksp0JxZFZ9mbif16QYXwd5lymGYJki0VxJlxU7ux/d8A1MBQTSyjT3N7qshHVlKFNqWxD8JdfXiXtes33av59vdq4KeIokVNyRi6IT65Ig9yRJmkRRhR5Jq/kzUHnxXl3Phata04xc0L+wPn8AWqjkU4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qPubgJhCb1CrfZMoLNGvvfugHO4=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBH0UpJe9CQFLx4r2A9IQ9lsJ+3SzW7YnYgl9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4Qc/7dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFx26hMM2gxJZTuRtSA4BJayFFAN9VAk0hAJxrfzvzOI2jDlXzASQphQoeSx5xRtFLQQ3jCKM6jy2m/UvVq3hzuKvELUiUFmv3KV2+gWJaARCaoMYHvpRjmVCNnAqblXmYgpWxMhxBYKmkCJsznJ0/dc6sM3FhpWxLdufp7IqeJMZMksp0JxZFZ9mbif16QYXwd5lymGYJki0VxJlxU7ux/d8A1MBQTSyjT3N7qshHVlKFNqWxD8JdfXiXtes33av59vdq4KeIokVNyRi6IT65Ig9yRJmkRRhR5Jq/kzUHnxXl3Phata04xc0L+wPn8AWqjkU4=</latexit>

a)
<latexit sha1_base64="aZHeToMqvduVewvIlEgaR0qaYvI=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBH0UpJe9CQFLx4r2A9IQ9lsJ+3SzW7YnYgl9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4Qc/7dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFx26hMM2gxJZTuRtSA4BJayFFAN9VAk0hAJxrfzvzOI2jDlXzASQphQoeSx5xRtFLQQ3jCKM7p5bRfqXo1bw53lfgFqZICzX7lqzdQLEtAIhPUmMD3UgxzqpEzAdNyLzOQUjamQwgslTQBE+bzk6fuuVUGbqy0LYnuXP09kdPEmEkS2c6E4sgsezPxPy/IML4Ocy7TDEGyxaI4Ey4qd/a/O+AaGIqJJZRpbm912YhqytCmVLYh+Msvr5J2veZ7Nf++Xm3cFHGUyCk5IxfEJ1ekQe5Ik7QII4o8k1fy5qDz4rw7H4vWNaeYOSF/4Hz+AGkdkU0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aZHeToMqvduVewvIlEgaR0qaYvI=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBH0UpJe9CQFLx4r2A9IQ9lsJ+3SzW7YnYgl9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4Qc/7dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFx26hMM2gxJZTuRtSA4BJayFFAN9VAk0hAJxrfzvzOI2jDlXzASQphQoeSx5xRtFLQQ3jCKM7p5bRfqXo1bw53lfgFqZICzX7lqzdQLEtAIhPUmMD3UgxzqpEzAdNyLzOQUjamQwgslTQBE+bzk6fuuVUGbqy0LYnuXP09kdPEmEkS2c6E4sgsezPxPy/IML4Ocy7TDEGyxaI4Ey4qd/a/O+AaGIqJJZRpbm912YhqytCmVLYh+Msvr5J2veZ7Nf++Xm3cFHGUyCk5IxfEJ1ekQe5Ik7QII4o8k1fy5qDz4rw7H4vWNaeYOSF/4Hz+AGkdkU0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aZHeToMqvduVewvIlEgaR0qaYvI=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBH0UpJe9CQFLx4r2A9IQ9lsJ+3SzW7YnYgl9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4Qc/7dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFx26hMM2gxJZTuRtSA4BJayFFAN9VAk0hAJxrfzvzOI2jDlXzASQphQoeSx5xRtFLQQ3jCKM7p5bRfqXo1bw53lfgFqZICzX7lqzdQLEtAIhPUmMD3UgxzqpEzAdNyLzOQUjamQwgslTQBE+bzk6fuuVUGbqy0LYnuXP09kdPEmEkS2c6E4sgsezPxPy/IML4Ocy7TDEGyxaI4Ey4qd/a/O+AaGIqJJZRpbm912YhqytCmVLYh+Msvr5J2veZ7Nf++Xm3cFHGUyCk5IxfEJ1ekQe5Ik7QII4o8k1fy5qDz4rw7H4vWNaeYOSF/4Hz+AGkdkU0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aZHeToMqvduVewvIlEgaR0qaYvI=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBH0UpJe9CQFLx4r2A9IQ9lsJ+3SzW7YnYgl9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4Qc/7dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFx26hMM2gxJZTuRtSA4BJayFFAN9VAk0hAJxrfzvzOI2jDlXzASQphQoeSx5xRtFLQQ3jCKM7p5bRfqXo1bw53lfgFqZICzX7lqzdQLEtAIhPUmMD3UgxzqpEzAdNyLzOQUjamQwgslTQBE+bzk6fuuVUGbqy0LYnuXP09kdPEmEkS2c6E4sgsezPxPy/IML4Ocy7TDEGyxaI4Ey4qd/a/O+AaGIqJJZRpbm912YhqytCmVLYh+Msvr5J2veZ7Nf++Xm3cFHGUyCk5IxfEJ1ekQe5Ik7QII4o8k1fy5qDz4rw7H4vWNaeYOSF/4Hz+AGkdkU0=</latexit>

c)
<latexit sha1_base64="GrAk7AynWF6yKq+wP8/BMgpy8tE=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBH0UpJe9CQFLx4r2A9IQ9lsJ+3SzW7YnYgl9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4Qc/7dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFx26hMM2gxJZTuRtSA4BJayFFAN9VAk0hAJxrfzvzOI2jDlXzASQphQoeSx5xRtFLQQ3jCKM7Z5bRfqXo1bw53lfgFqZICzX7lqzdQLEtAIhPUmMD3UgxzqpEzAdNyLzOQUjamQwgslTQBE+bzk6fuuVUGbqy0LYnuXP09kdPEmEkS2c6E4sgsezPxPy/IML4Ocy7TDEGyxaI4Ey4qd/a/O+AaGIqJJZRpbm912YhqytCmVLYh+Msvr5J2veZ7Nf++Xm3cFHGUyCk5IxfEJ1ekQe5Ik7QII4o8k1fy5qDz4rw7H4vWNaeYOSF/4Hz+AGwpkU8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GrAk7AynWF6yKq+wP8/BMgpy8tE=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBH0UpJe9CQFLx4r2A9IQ9lsJ+3SzW7YnYgl9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4Qc/7dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFx26hMM2gxJZTuRtSA4BJayFFAN9VAk0hAJxrfzvzOI2jDlXzASQphQoeSx5xRtFLQQ3jCKM7Z5bRfqXo1bw53lfgFqZICzX7lqzdQLEtAIhPUmMD3UgxzqpEzAdNyLzOQUjamQwgslTQBE+bzk6fuuVUGbqy0LYnuXP09kdPEmEkS2c6E4sgsezPxPy/IML4Ocy7TDEGyxaI4Ey4qd/a/O+AaGIqJJZRpbm912YhqytCmVLYh+Msvr5J2veZ7Nf++Xm3cFHGUyCk5IxfEJ1ekQe5Ik7QII4o8k1fy5qDz4rw7H4vWNaeYOSF/4Hz+AGwpkU8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GrAk7AynWF6yKq+wP8/BMgpy8tE=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBH0UpJe9CQFLx4r2A9IQ9lsJ+3SzW7YnYgl9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4Qc/7dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFx26hMM2gxJZTuRtSA4BJayFFAN9VAk0hAJxrfzvzOI2jDlXzASQphQoeSx5xRtFLQQ3jCKM7Z5bRfqXo1bw53lfgFqZICzX7lqzdQLEtAIhPUmMD3UgxzqpEzAdNyLzOQUjamQwgslTQBE+bzk6fuuVUGbqy0LYnuXP09kdPEmEkS2c6E4sgsezPxPy/IML4Ocy7TDEGyxaI4Ey4qd/a/O+AaGIqJJZRpbm912YhqytCmVLYh+Msvr5J2veZ7Nf++Xm3cFHGUyCk5IxfEJ1ekQe5Ik7QII4o8k1fy5qDz4rw7H4vWNaeYOSF/4Hz+AGwpkU8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GrAk7AynWF6yKq+wP8/BMgpy8tE=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBH0UpJe9CQFLx4r2A9IQ9lsJ+3SzW7YnYgl9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4Qc/7dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFx26hMM2gxJZTuRtSA4BJayFFAN9VAk0hAJxrfzvzOI2jDlXzASQphQoeSx5xRtFLQQ3jCKM7Z5bRfqXo1bw53lfgFqZICzX7lqzdQLEtAIhPUmMD3UgxzqpEzAdNyLzOQUjamQwgslTQBE+bzk6fuuVUGbqy0LYnuXP09kdPEmEkS2c6E4sgsezPxPy/IML4Ocy7TDEGyxaI4Ey4qd/a/O+AaGIqJJZRpbm912YhqytCmVLYh+Msvr5J2veZ7Nf++Xm3cFHGUyCk5IxfEJ1ekQe5Ik7QII4o8k1fy5qDz4rw7H4vWNaeYOSF/4Hz+AGwpkU8=</latexit>

d)
<latexit sha1_base64="3wySfRnx15ov6ZtVnq8gEPkie4w=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBH0UpJe9CQFLx4r2A9oQ9lsNu3SzW7YnYgl9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSq4Qc/7dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFx26hMU9aiSijdDYlhgkvWQo6CdVPNSBIK1gnHtzO/88i04Uo+4CRlQUKGksecErRSr4/sCcM4jy6ng0rVq3lzuKvEL0gVCjQHla9+pGiWMIlUEGN6vpdikBONnAo2Lfczw1JCx2TIepZKkjAT5POTp+65VSI3VtqWRHeu/p7ISWLMJAltZ0JwZJa9mfif18swvg5yLtMMmaSLRXEmXFTu7H834ppRFBNLCNXc3urSEdGEok2pbEPwl19eJe16zfdq/n292rgp4ijBKZzBBfhwBQ24gya0gIKCZ3iFNwedF+fd+Vi0rjnFzAn8gfP5A22vkVA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3wySfRnx15ov6ZtVnq8gEPkie4w=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBH0UpJe9CQFLx4r2A9oQ9lsNu3SzW7YnYgl9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSq4Qc/7dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFx26hMU9aiSijdDYlhgkvWQo6CdVPNSBIK1gnHtzO/88i04Uo+4CRlQUKGksecErRSr4/sCcM4jy6ng0rVq3lzuKvEL0gVCjQHla9+pGiWMIlUEGN6vpdikBONnAo2Lfczw1JCx2TIepZKkjAT5POTp+65VSI3VtqWRHeu/p7ISWLMJAltZ0JwZJa9mfif18swvg5yLtMMmaSLRXEmXFTu7H834ppRFBNLCNXc3urSEdGEok2pbEPwl19eJe16zfdq/n292rgp4ijBKZzBBfhwBQ24gya0gIKCZ3iFNwedF+fd+Vi0rjnFzAn8gfP5A22vkVA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3wySfRnx15ov6ZtVnq8gEPkie4w=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBH0UpJe9CQFLx4r2A9oQ9lsNu3SzW7YnYgl9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSq4Qc/7dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFx26hMU9aiSijdDYlhgkvWQo6CdVPNSBIK1gnHtzO/88i04Uo+4CRlQUKGksecErRSr4/sCcM4jy6ng0rVq3lzuKvEL0gVCjQHla9+pGiWMIlUEGN6vpdikBONnAo2Lfczw1JCx2TIepZKkjAT5POTp+65VSI3VtqWRHeu/p7ISWLMJAltZ0JwZJa9mfif18swvg5yLtMMmaSLRXEmXFTu7H834ppRFBNLCNXc3urSEdGEok2pbEPwl19eJe16zfdq/n292rgp4ijBKZzBBfhwBQ24gya0gIKCZ3iFNwedF+fd+Vi0rjnFzAn8gfP5A22vkVA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3wySfRnx15ov6ZtVnq8gEPkie4w=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBH0UpJe9CQFLx4r2A9oQ9lsNu3SzW7YnYgl9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSq4Qc/7dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFx26hMU9aiSijdDYlhgkvWQo6CdVPNSBIK1gnHtzO/88i04Uo+4CRlQUKGksecErRSr4/sCcM4jy6ng0rVq3lzuKvEL0gVCjQHla9+pGiWMIlUEGN6vpdikBONnAo2Lfczw1JCx2TIepZKkjAT5POTp+65VSI3VtqWRHeu/p7ISWLMJAltZ0JwZJa9mfif18swvg5yLtMMmaSLRXEmXFTu7H834ppRFBNLCNXc3urSEdGEok2pbEPwl19eJe16zfdq/n292rgp4ijBKZzBBfhwBQ24gya0gIKCZ3iFNwedF+fd+Vi0rjnFzAn8gfP5A22vkVA=</latexit>

e)
<latexit sha1_base64="QjzvuN1kWXwi1WQpHrsXe69Zhoo=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBH0UpJe9CQFLx4r2A9IQ9lsJ+3SzW7YnYgl9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4Qc/7dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFx26hMM2gxJZTuRtSA4BJayFFAN9VAk0hAJxrfzvzOI2jDlXzASQphQoeSx5xRtFLQQ3jCKM7hctqvVL2aN4e7SvyCVEmBZr/y1RsoliUgkQlqTOB7KYY51ciZgGm5lxlIKRvTIQSWSpqACfP5yVP33CoDN1balkR3rv6eyGlizCSJbGdCcWSWvZn4nxdkGF+HOZdphiDZYlGcCReVO/vfHXANDMXEEso0t7e6bEQ1ZWhTKtsQ/OWXV0m7XvO9mn9frzZuijhK5JSckQvikyvSIHekSVqEEUWeySt5c9B5cd6dj0XrmlPMnJA/cD5/AG81kVE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QjzvuN1kWXwi1WQpHrsXe69Zhoo=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBH0UpJe9CQFLx4r2A9IQ9lsJ+3SzW7YnYgl9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4Qc/7dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFx26hMM2gxJZTuRtSA4BJayFFAN9VAk0hAJxrfzvzOI2jDlXzASQphQoeSx5xRtFLQQ3jCKM7hctqvVL2aN4e7SvyCVEmBZr/y1RsoliUgkQlqTOB7KYY51ciZgGm5lxlIKRvTIQSWSpqACfP5yVP33CoDN1balkR3rv6eyGlizCSJbGdCcWSWvZn4nxdkGF+HOZdphiDZYlGcCReVO/vfHXANDMXEEso0t7e6bEQ1ZWhTKtsQ/OWXV0m7XvO9mn9frzZuijhK5JSckQvikyvSIHekSVqEEUWeySt5c9B5cd6dj0XrmlPMnJA/cD5/AG81kVE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QjzvuN1kWXwi1WQpHrsXe69Zhoo=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBH0UpJe9CQFLx4r2A9IQ9lsJ+3SzW7YnYgl9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4Qc/7dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFx26hMM2gxJZTuRtSA4BJayFFAN9VAk0hAJxrfzvzOI2jDlXzASQphQoeSx5xRtFLQQ3jCKM7hctqvVL2aN4e7SvyCVEmBZr/y1RsoliUgkQlqTOB7KYY51ciZgGm5lxlIKRvTIQSWSpqACfP5yVP33CoDN1balkR3rv6eyGlizCSJbGdCcWSWvZn4nxdkGF+HOZdphiDZYlGcCReVO/vfHXANDMXEEso0t7e6bEQ1ZWhTKtsQ/OWXV0m7XvO9mn9frzZuijhK5JSckQvikyvSIHekSVqEEUWeySt5c9B5cd6dj0XrmlPMnJA/cD5/AG81kVE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QjzvuN1kWXwi1WQpHrsXe69Zhoo=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBH0UpJe9CQFLx4r2A9IQ9lsJ+3SzW7YnYgl9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4Qc/7dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytFx26hMM2gxJZTuRtSA4BJayFFAN9VAk0hAJxrfzvzOI2jDlXzASQphQoeSx5xRtFLQQ3jCKM7hctqvVL2aN4e7SvyCVEmBZr/y1RsoliUgkQlqTOB7KYY51ciZgGm5lxlIKRvTIQSWSpqACfP5yVP33CoDN1balkR3rv6eyGlizCSJbGdCcWSWvZn4nxdkGF+HOZdphiDZYlGcCReVO/vfHXANDMXEEso0t7e6bEQ1ZWhTKtsQ/OWXV0m7XvO9mn9frzZuijhK5JSckQvikyvSIHekSVqEEUWeySt5c9B5cd6dj0XrmlPMnJA/cD5/AG81kVE=</latexit>

Figure 1.3 : Overview of single-cell DNA sequencing analysis pipeline. a) A tu-

mor tissue with a heterogeneous cell population, the mutations are represented by stars

whose di↵erent colors indicate their di↵erent characteristics. In order to identify the mu-

tations (variant calling), the following steps are performed: b) First, the single cells are

isolated from tissue; c) DNA content is extracted from each single cell; d) whole-genome

amplification (WGA) is performed on DNA extracted from individual cells; e) short DNA

fragments called reads are mapped to a reference genome; and, finally, f) a data matrix

for each single-cell and each genomic position. The 1’s and 0’s represent the presence and

absence of a mutation at each cell and position, respectively. The red dashes and red values

are the missing data and erroneous inferences, respectively. (Source image from [2])

All these investigations were previously impossible due to the lack of cancer genomes

from single-cells. In spite of the possible applications of single-cell sequencing data,

the bioinformatics analysis is plagued by several inherent specific challenges that are

posed by the technology. These challenges [4] include:

• amplification errors;
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• uneven coverage; and

• allelic dropout.

We discuss the errors in detail in Sec. 1.4. Any SNV calling algorithm for single-cell

sequencing data needs to account for the di↵erent errors in whole genome amplifica-

tion, uneven coverage, and allelic dropout which results in missing data issue.

1.3 SNV calling pipeline

Single nucleotide variation (SNV) refers to the genetic variation in which a single

nucleotide, Adenine (A), Thymine (T), Guanine (G), or Cytosine (C) in the genome

di↵ers between two individuals of the same species or paired chromosomes (Fig. 1.4)

Figure 1.4 : Illustration of SNV in the genome. DNA molecule 1 di↵er from DNA

molecule 2 at a single base-pair location. Soure image from: https://en.wikipedia.org/

wiki/Single-nucleotide_polymorphism

Among the di↵erent genetic variations associated with cancers, somatic point

mutations are the most common essential drivers that can change gene functions in

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Single-nucleotide_polymorphism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Single-nucleotide_polymorphism
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di↵erent cancer types [9, 18]. To understand the mutational landscape of cancer,

it is very important to find the somatic SNVs. ‘SNV calling’ refers to the process

of identifying the genomic sites which contain SNVs [19]. It aims to determine the

positions where one of the bases di↵ers from the reference sequence. In this thesis,

variant calling and SNV calling are interchangeable terms. ‘Genotyping’ refers to

the process of determining the genotype for each individual sample/cell at each site.

Typically genotyping is done only for the sites which have been found to contain a

SNV or variant [19]. To identify a set of SNVs from scDNA-seq data, first, the raw

data has to go through the following steps:

1. Alignment of the reads to a human reference genome. Here, the short

fragments of a DNA molecule—called reads—belonging to one single-cell that

have been sampled (the sampling is illustrated in Fig. 1.3c and 1.3d) are mapped

to a complete standard human genome in order to find their original location.

This problem is the bioinformatics counterpart of substring search problem in a

longer string and in this context, it is called Sequence Alignment. This process

has been shown in Fig. 1.3e. Sequence alignment can be done using the well-

developed and sophisticated alignment softwares such as BWA [20], Bowtie [21],

Bowtie2 [22], and other existing alignment tools.

2. Summarizing the base calls of the aligned reads to the reference

genome. Given the reads mapped to the reference genome, for each genomic

site at the reference genome, the number of reads mapped to the site, their

quality, and the number of nucleotides which agree or disagree with that in the
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reference genome are reported and summarized. At this step, the read counts

are produced; one can obtain a matrix of the read count information for each

cell at each genomic site where each entry contains a pair of values: the num-

ber of bases/nucleotides that agree with the corresponding nucleotide at the

reference—called reference counts—and the number of bases that disagree with

the reference that is called variant/alternate counts. Usually, SAMtools [23]

is used for this step which provides this information in mpileup format. An

example of the output of these two steps is shown in Fig. 1.5

Figure 1.5 : A schematic example of the output of read alignment. In this figure

the blue line is the reference genome to which the read are mapped using an aligner tool.

The dotted line points to a particular genomic locus. The reads colored in green contain a

nucleotide aligned to this position and the red lines do not. The summarized information

for this genomic site shows that the reference and alternate counts are 5 and 6, respectively.

Once the information from the second step is prepared, it is given as input to a variant

caller. If the inferred genotyped for a genomic locus is heterozygous or homozygous
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non-reference, the site is assumed to contain an SNV. Humans are diploid organisms

meaning in a normal human cell, each chromosome has two copies. The genotype of a

locus of the genome is called homozygous if both the alleles (the possible nucleotides

at that position) are identical. If the alleles are identical to the reference allele then

the genotype is homozygous reference. If both alleles are di↵erent from the reference

allele, then, the genotype is called homozygous non-reference. If one of the alleles

is identical to the reference and the other one is di↵erent, the genotype is called

heterozygous. Three di↵erent genotypes are illustrated in Fig. 1.6

Figure 1.6 : There are three possible genptypes given a reference allele r and

an alternate allele a. The possible combinations of alleles (marked by black dots) at a

genomic locus. Each pair of blue lines are the schematic chromosomes in a diploid human

genome. r is the reference allele and a is the alternate allele which includes any allele that

is di↵erent from r. g denotes the genotype of the locus. If both alleles are identical, the

genotype is homozygous, if either of the alleles is identical to r and the other one is not,

the genotype is called heterozygous. If both alleles are di↵erent from r, then the genotype

is homozygous non-reference. Image is reproduced from [3]
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1.4 SCS errors

The development of the single-cell sequencing is challenging mainly due to the fact

that each single cell has only two copies of each chromosome. Whole Genome Ampli-

fication (WGA) is the crucial step in producing single-cell sequencing data (Fig.1.3d).

However, WGA introduces a number of technical errors which are described in the

following:

• Low coverage and non-uniform coverage distribution

The ideal sampling of the reads from a genome is where for each genomic site

there is at least one sampled read. Moreover, the read coverage should even

for all the genomic positions. However, in practice, neither high coverage nor

uniform coverage can be achieved [4]. Having mentioned that, to design a

variant caller one might consider this issue that the read counts obtained from

SCS are uniform across di↵erent cells and genomic loci. An illustration of low

coverage and non-uniform coverage can be seen in Fig. 1.7a and 1.7b.

• Allelic dropout

Allelic dropout (ADO) refers to the time when one allele in a heterozygous geno-

type (ra in Fig. 1.6) is dropped during WGA process leading to a homozygous

genotype and disappearance of one of the alleles (aa or rr in Fig.1.6).

• False positive and false negative errors

False-positive (FP) and false-negative (FN) errors occur at a base-level due to

infidelity of WGA. A FP error happens when a di↵erent nucleotide is introduced
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at a particular locus. The FN errors occur due to insu�cient coverage at a

genomic site; as a result, the alleles at that locus will not be discovered. These

errors and ADO are the other technical issues which must be taken into account

when designing a variant caller.
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Figure 1.7 : Technical challenges in SCS. a) The sequencing coverage is measured by

two metrics in SCS data that including coverage depth and breadth. b) While coverage

is generally uniform in NGS technology, in SCS, it can vary from cell to cell. This results

in the issue of uneven coverage distribution which is specific to SCS technology. c) This

panel shows the technological artifacts that occur in SCS data including: false positive and

negative errors, and allelic dropout. Allelic dropout results in only one of the alleles being

amplified (r or a). False positive errors randomly occur due to infidelity of the polymerase

used in amplification. If the true genotype is a homozygous reference genotype, because

of false positive error, a heterozygous genotype might be inferred which results in a false

positive discovery. False negative errors occur due to insu�cient coverage. If originally

the genotype was heterozygous, it won’t be discovered from the single cell resulting in a

false negative SNV calling. ‘X’ denotes missing allele in single cell. This figure has been

reproduced from [4]
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1.5 Contribution of the thesis

In this thesis, we propose a novel combinatorial approach for single-cell SNV calling

with simultaneous inference of underlying phylogenetic tree of the cancer cells. The

existing methods for SNV calling such as GATK [10] and Monovar [11]—which is

the first tool designed specifically for SNV calling on single-cell data—call the mu-

tations for each cell individually without using the shared information which is due

to the clonal evolution of the cells and the fact that cancer cells grow through a cell

division process. The shared evolutionary history of the cells—if taken into account—

can address and resolve the technical issues of single-cell sequencing such as uneven

coverage, allelic and dropout, etc. Consequently, the assumption of an underlying

phylogenetic tree leverages the data from all the cells and their mutations sites to

discover the SNVs with high confidence. Incorporation of a phylogeny also plays the

role of a “regularizer” as a well-known term used in the field of Machine Learning.

The proposed model is based on “infinite-sites assumption” and formulated as an ILP

model. By doing so, we take the advantage of well-established literature of Perfect

Phyogeny [24, 25, 26]—which provides solid mathematical formula for an ILP model

and guarantees the uniqueness of the solution— and the powerful, industrial-strength

ILP-solvers such as CPLEX and Gurobi.

To benchmark the proposed method (called scVILP), we have used a simulator in-

troduced in [16] to test its accuracy and running time against SCI� which takes

a phylogenetic assumption into account. In terms of accuracy and running time,

scVILP shows a better performance.
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Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, we describe Perfect Phylogeny, one of the main concepts in our model

(described in Sec. 3), and also, the existing tools specifically designed for variant

calling in scDNA-seq data.

2.1 Infinite-sites assumption and perfect phylogeny

Phylogenetics is the study of the evolutionary relationships among individuals or

groups of organisms. This relationship can be inferred using phylogenetic inference

methods given the information about some heritable entity transmissible from parents

to the o↵spring such as DNA sequences under a model of evolution. The evolutionary

relationship is represented by a rooted or unrooted tree called ‘phylogenetic tree’.

The tips of a phylogenetic tree are the present-day organisms. If the tree is rooted,

then the internal nodes denote the ancestral organisms, and if unrooted, the tree

does not show the origin or “root” of the organisms/species that are under study.

In this thesis, we assume that the phylogenetic tree is a rooted binary tree. One of

the evolutionary models for phylogenetic inference is ‘infinite-sites’ assumption (ISA).

This model posits that no site mutates more than once, has been commonly employed

in the inference of the phylogenetic tree. Since we are focused on single cells, this
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statement can be translated as follows:

In ISA, when reconstructing the phylogenetic tree, we assume that each genomic site

has been subject to mutation at most once.

The phylogenetic tree reconstructed using this assumption is called perfect phy-

logeny in the field of phylogenetics.

In the context of this thesis, we define perfect phylogeny for reconstruction of a

phylogeneytic tree given the genotypes of the single cells as follows:

Suppose that T is a rooted tree describing the evolution of a set X of n cells and

m loci. Let G be an n⇥m genotype matrix where entry Gij equals a, where a 2 Z to

denote that site j in the genome of cell i has state a (in this thesis, we use a binary

set of genotypes, a 2 {0, 1} where 0 denotes the absence of an SNV and 1 denotes

the presence of an SNV). Furthermore, the n sequences in G label the n leaves in T .

we say that site j is compatible on T if we can label every internal node of the tree T

with a value in Z = {0, 1} so that for every state, the nodes in T having that specific

state induce a connected subgraph of T . Fig. 2.1 shows examples of compatible and

incompatible sites in two trees
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Figure 2.1 : Two trees with the states of a single site attached to their nodes.

(Left) The site is compatible because there is a labeling for the internal nodes where the

nodes with a specific state induce a connected subgraph. (Right) The site is not compatible

because there is no assignment of states to the internal nodes for which the nodes with same

states form a connected component

We say that G admits perfect phylogeny if there exists a rooted binary tree T

such that every site in G is compatible on T . Determining whether matrix G ad-

mits a perfect phylogeny is known as the Perfect Phylogeny Problem (PP).

Perfect phylogenies play an important role in modeling evolution as they are the

appropriate model if in reality, the infinite-sites assumption holds. If all entries in

G are known and all the sites are binary, the problem of determining whether G

admits a perfect phylogeny is polynomially solvable [27]. However, if the sites have

three or more states, the problem becomes NP-Complete [28]. In this thesis, we have

taken the advantage of a polynomial algorithm which is available for the binary-state

PP. The polynomial algorithm for PP, is based on the following theorem called Split

Equivalence Theorem (also known as the four-gametes condition) which gives a nec-

essary and su�cient condition for the existence of a binary perfect phylogeny with

an unknown root [29, 30, 27].
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Theorem 2.1 (Split Equivalence Theorem, Four-Gametes Condition) A per-

fect phylogeny exists for binary input matrix, G if and only if no pair of characters

contain all four possible binary pairs 0,0; 0,1; 1,0; and 1,1.

In our context, the root of the phylogenetic tree is a known, all-zero sequence of

genotypes. In other words, the mother cell contains no SNVs. In this case, the

Theorem 2.1 is simplified to three-gametes condition as follows

Theorem 2.2 (Three-Gametes Condition) Matrix G has a perfect phylogeny (with

all-zero root sequence) if and only if no pair of columns contain the three binary pairs

0,1; 1,0; and 1,1.

Holding this condition guarantees the uniqueness of the solution to perfect phylogeny.

The following can be derived from the proof of Theorem 2.2 which is out of the scope

of this thesis.

Corollary 2.2.1 If there is a perfect phylogeny for G, and every column in G is

distinct, there is only one, unique, perfect phylogeny for G.

Fig. 2.2a shows an example of a genotype matrix that hold three-gametes condition

and its unique perfect phylogeny (the corresponding perfect phylogeny is shown in

Fig. 2.2c). The loci on this phylogeny are subject to mutation (change from 0 to 1)

at most once during their evolution. The other genotype matrix (Fig. 2.2b) does not

hold three-gametes condition and thus, it does not have a perfect phylogeny.
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Figure 2.2 : Genotype matrices and their perfect phylogenies. a) An example of a

genotype matrix that holds three-gametes condition. The rows are the cells and the columns

represent the genomic loci. b) An example of a matrix that does not hold three-gametes

condition. c) The corresponding unique perfect phylogeny of the matrix (a). Each vector

on the tree shows the binary states of the genomic loci

2.2 Existing tools for SCS variant calling

In this section, the existing methods for SNV calling on scDNA-seq data are described

briefly. In the simulation study, scVILP is compared with these tools in terms of

performance.

2.2.1 SNV calling in Monovar

Monovar [11] is the first method developed specifically for SCS data. Monovar is a

multisample SNV calling method that takes as input aligned read data from multiple
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single cells. Monovar calculates the likelihood values of alternate allele count in the

population of single cells and utilizes those values to detect the presence or absence of

SNV at a particular locus. Monovar comprises of two steps. In the first step, whether

a site contains a SNV or not is determined (variant calling ). If a site is detected to

contain a SNV, in the second step, all the single cells are genotypes at that particular

site (genotyping).

In the variant calling step, the probability that there is at least one alternate allele

given the observed data. If the probability is more than 0.95, that site is a considered

as a candidate site to be genotyped. The probabilities for all the sites are calculated

using Bayes’ rule with a dynamic programming approach which pools the information

from other cells to address coverage non-uniformity, ADO, and false positive errors .

The time complexity of filling the dynamic programming table is O(m2 +Ns) where

m is the number of the cells and Ns is the total number of reads at site s. In the geno-

typing step, the genotype of a single cell can be either of {rr, ra, aa} corresponding to

v 2 {0, 1, 2} indicating the number of alternate alleles. The algorithm calculates the

posterior probability for a genotype of jth single cell, Pr(gj|D)–where D is the read

count data of all the single cells–using a dynamic programming approach again which

results in a time complexity of O(m3) for m cells. Monovar is very memory e�cient

and performs well in terms of runtime, but the evolutionary relationship between the

single cells are not considered in this method.
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2.2.2 SNV calling in SCI�

SCI� [16] is recent variant caller developed for SCS data which combines single-cell

genotyping with reconstruction of the phylogenetic tree of the cells. SCI� leverages

the fact that the somatic cells of an organism are related via a phylogenetic tree where

the mutatiosns are propagated along tree branches.

Similar to Monovar, SCI� comprises of two steps: variant calling and genotyping. In

the variant calling step, the sites with low variant allele frequency (VAF) across all

cells are filtered out using a likelihood ratio test. First, a beta-binomial distribution

is fitted with free mean and overdispersion to maximize the likelihood of that locus

across all cells with non-zero variant reads. Let us denote this maximized likelihood

by L1. For the same set of cells, a second beta-binomial distribution with a mean

fixed to 0.25 (to allow for copy number changes) and free overdispersion is fitted to

maximize the likelihood L0 of the constrained model. The test statistic �2 log L1
L0

is used for statistical hypothesis testing and loci with p-value>0.05 are kept for the

next step in the analysis. For genotyping, SCI� calculates the likelihood probability

function Pr(D|T, ✓) and employs an Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling from the

posterior distribution of mutation assignments as well as tree structure given the data.

To sample the phyolegentic trees in the MCMC sampling, the authors use heuristic

changes on the tree structure of the previous sample which are reversible, irreducible,

and aperiodic. The overall runtime complexity is O(x ⇥ max(mn, c)) with c being

the number of unique coverage values, x is the number of MCMC iterations, m is

the number of cells, and n is the number of genomic loci. SCI� is the first method
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which jointly does SNV calling along with phylogeny inference. However, due to its

probabilistic nature, it does not scale up to large number of cells and genomic loci.
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Chapter 3

Methods

The materials in this and next chapter are based on [31]. In this chapter, we present

the formulation of the joint inference of mutations in single cells and the cellular

underlying phylogeny as s combinatorial optimization problem. We start by first

identifying the potential mutation loci and then solve the joint inference problem

using a novel Integer Linear Programming.

3.1 SNV calling

3.1.1 Assumptions and input data

The input data for scVILP corresponds to a read count matrix for n cells in the

dataset. Let us assume that we identify m loci as putative mutated loci. For the

joint inference, the input is an n ⇥ m matrix, Xn⇥m = (Xij), where Xij = (rij, vij)

denotes the reference and variant/alternate read counts for cell i and locus j. The

summation of rij and vij, rij + vij is the coverage at the locus.

In terms of the evolutionary model, we have considered infinite-sites model which as-

sumes that each genomic locus is subject to mutation at most once in the evolutionary

history of the cells. As stated in Sec. 2.1, by doing so, we can take the advantage

of well-established mathematical formulations available for infinite-sites assumption
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and perfect phylogeny.

3.1.2 Model for amplification error

WGA process introduces false positive and false negative errors in single-cell data.

We assume that ↵ and � respectively denote the false positive and false negative

error rates of single-cell data. As mentioned in Sec.2.1, we consider two states for

the possible genotypes of a genomic site. In this scheme, homozygous genotype is

denoted by state 0 and homozygous non-reference and heterozygous mutations are

both represented by state 1. We introduce a binary variable Yij which represents the

true genotype of mutation j in cell i. Yij = 1 and Yij = 0 denote the presence and

absence of the mutation, respectively. We introduce another binary variable, Dij for

the observed amplified genotype after introduction of WGA errors to the mutation j

in cell i. Similar to Yij, Dij = 1 and Dij = 0 denote the presence and absence of the

observed mutation, respectively. The likelihood scheme is as follows:

Pr(Dij|Yij) =

8
>>>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>>>:

↵, for Dij = 1, Yij = 0

1� ↵, for Dij = 0, Yij = 0

�, for Dij = 0, Yij = 1

1� �, for Dij = 1, Yij = 1

(3.1)
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Given the value of Dij the likelihood function in Eq. 3.1 can be reformulated as in

the following equations:

Pr(Dij = 0|Yij) = (1� ↵)(1�Yij)�Yij

Pr(Dij = 1|Yij) = ↵(1�Yij)(1� �)Yij

(3.2)

When taking the logarithm of the Eqns. 3.2, both become linear with respect to Yij

variables making them suitable for further ILP formulation.

3.1.3 Read count model and genotype likelihood

The probability of observing the read count (rij, vij) at locus j of cell i, given the

amplified genotype Dij, is modeled using a Binomial distribution as commonly used

for bulk sequencing data which is as follows:

Pr(rij, vij|Dij) =

✓
rij + vij

vij

◆
(µDij)

vij(1� µDij)
rij (3.3)

where µDij denotes the parameter of the Binomial distribution and it represents the

probability of drawing a variant read. This parameter depends on the amplified

genotype. When Dij = 0, µDij = µ0 denotes the probability of observing a variant

read due to sequencing error. We have used value of 10�3 for this parameter which

is the Illumina sequencing error. For Dij = 1, µDij = µ1 denotes the probability of

observing a variant read. This parameter is set to 0.5 in practice which corresponds

to ratio of variant counts to coverage in heterozygous mutations.

Therefore, given the binary value of Dij, the probability of observing read count
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(rij, vij) is given by:

Pr(rij, vij|Dij = 0) =

✓
rij + vij

vij

◆
(µ0)

vij(1� µ0)
rij

Pr(rij, vij|Dij = 1) =

✓
rij + vij

vij

◆
(µ1)

vij(1� µ1)
rij

(3.4)

The joint probability of read counts and amplified genotype given the true genotype

can be calculated by multiplying the probabilities in Eq. 3.2 and Eq. 3.4 as given by:

Pr(rij, vij, Dij = 0|Yij) = Pr(rij, vij|Dij = 0)Pr(Dij = 0|Yij)

=

✓
rij + vij

vij

◆
(µ0)

vij(1� µ0)
rij

� 
(1� ↵)(1�Yij)�Yij

�

Pr(rij, vij, Dij = 1|Yij) = Pr(rij, vij|Dij = 1)Pr(Dij = 1|Yij)

=

✓
rij + vij

vij

◆
(µ1)

vij(1� µ1)
rij

� 
(↵)(1�Yij)(1� �)Yij

�

(3.5)

3.1.4 Likelihood objective function

The likelihood function of the true genotypes of the cells in an n ⇥ m read count

matrix assuming independence between genotypes is product of probability functions

of read counts given the true genotype for each cell i and mutation site j:

L(Y ) =
nY

i=1

mY

j=1

Pr(rij, vij|Yij) (3.6)
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To calculate the likelihood function in Eq. 3.6, the amplified genotype Dij is treated

as a nuisance parameter and it is marginalized out as follows:

Pr(rij, vij|Yij) =
X

Dij2{0,1}

Pr(rij, vij, Dij|Yij)

=

✓
rij + vij

vij

◆
(µ1)

vij(1� µ1)
rij

� 
(↵)(1�Yij)(1� �)Yij

�

+

✓
rij + vij

vij

◆
(µ1)

vij(1� µ1)
rij

� 
(↵)(1�Yij)(1� �)Yij

�

(3.7)

For more convenience, we can denote the Binomial distributions as below:

Binij(µ0) =

✓
rij + vij

vij

◆
(µ0)

vij(1� µ0)
rij

Binij(µ1) =

✓
rij + vij

vij

◆
(µ1)

vij(1� µ1)
rij

(3.8)

Using the notation in Eq. 3.8, Pr(rij, vij|Yij) can be rewritten as:

Pr(rij, vij|Yij) =


Binij(µ0)↵+Binij(µ1)(1�↵)

�(1�Yij)
Binij(µ0)(1��)+Binij(µ1)�

�Yij

(3.9)

The goal is to find a matrix Y such that the likelihood function defined in Eq. 3.6

is maximized. By replacing Pr(rij, vij|Yij) in Eq. 3.6 with the formula in Eq. 3.9,

taking the logarithm of the resulted likelihood function and negating it, we obtain

the negative log-likelihood function in the following:

NLL = �

nX

i=1

mX

j=1

⇢
(1� Yij) log


Binij(µ0)↵ + Binij(µ1)(1� ↵)

�

+ Yij log


Binij(µ0)(1� �) + Binij(µ1)�

�� (3.10)
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The function in Eq. 3.10 is linear with respect to the variables Yij. Thus, one can

optimize it using an ILP solver.

3.1.5 ILP constraints pertaining perfect phylogeny

We have used the assumption of Perfect Phylogeny (PP) for the tumor phylogeny the

leaves of which represent the n sampled cells. A PP satisfies the ISA, which states

that each genomic locus in the dataset mutates at most once during the evolutionary

history. We aim to find a genotype matrix Y that provides a PP. In order for a

binary matrix to be a PP, the three-gametes condition (theorem 2.2) has to hold,

i.e., for any given pair of columns (mutations) there must be no three rows (cells)

with configurations (1, 0), (0, 1), and (1, 1). 0 and 1 represent the true unmutated

and mutated states respectively.

To enforce the matrix Y to satisfy the PP criterion, we follow the ILP formulation

introduced by Gusfield et al. [25] which introduces variables B(p, q, a, b) 2 {0, 1} for

each pair of mutation loci p and q and for each (a, b) 2 {(1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1)}. For

each cell i, the following constraints are introduced to the ILP model on the variables

B(p, q, a, b), Yip, and Yiq, i 2 {1, · · · , n} and p, q 2 {1, · · · ,m}:

B(p, q, 0, 1) � Yip � Yiq (3.11a)

B(p, q, 1, 0) � Yiq � Yip (3.11b)

B(p, q, 1, 1) � Yip + Yiq � 1 (3.11c)
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The B(p, q, a, b) variable for each configuration of (a, b) is set to 1 if the corresponding

configuration occurs. To enforce a Perfect Phylogeny, the following constraint must

hold for all pairs of p and q:

2 � B(p, q, 1, 0) + B(p, q, 0, 1) + B(p, q, 1, 1) (3.12)

To maximize the likelihood, we need to minimize the negative log-likelihood function

defined in Eq. 3.10, subject to the constraints in Eqns. 3.11a, 3.11b, 3.11c, and 3.12

and the variables defined for them.

The ILP formulation presented here, can be routinely solved through commercial

tools such as CPLEX or Gurobi. In our analysis, we have used Gurobi that concur-

rently runs multiple deterministic solvers (e.g., dual simplex, primal simplex, etc.)

on multiple threads and returns the solution that finishes first. As a result, for the

same input data and parameter values, Gurobi returns a deterministic solution. It is

important to highlight, though, that there could be multiple optimal solutions.

3.1.6 Accounting for missing data

For the loci for which the read count values are missing due to false negative errors

in SCS, their corresponding Yij variables are not considered in the ILP objective

function, instead, the values of Yij for such missing entries are imputed according

to the other values and subject to the Perfect Phylogeny constraints in Eqns. 3.11a,

3.11b, 3.11c, and 3.12.
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3.2 Prefect Phylogeny supertree

Running ILP-solvers is expensive in terms of memory consumption, specially when

the number of mutation loci is large. To overcome this limitation, we use a divide-

and-conquer approach consisting of the following steps:

1. Partition the columns of Xn⇥m, into k subsets of mutation loci, {C1, · · · , Ck},

where each Cj is a set of indices from the columns of Xn⇥m. We define the

submatrices {X(1), · · · , X(k)
} as follows:

X(i) = X
[1,··· ,n;c(i)1 ,··· ,c(i)s ]

cij 2 Ci and s = |Ci| (3.13)

2. For each submatrix, X(i), perform variant calling by optimizing the objective

function in Eq. 3.10 (subject to the constraints in Eqns. 3.11a, 3.11b, 3.11c, and

3.12) independently.

3. Concatenate the genotyped submatrices into Gn⇥m as follows:

Gn⇥m =
�
G(1)

|G(2)
| · · · |G(k)

�
(3.14)

4. If Gn⇥m does not admit Perfect Phylogeny, find the minimum number of changes

to apply on the entries of Gn⇥m such that the modified matrix satisfies the

Perfect Phylogeny model. This problem is known as Minimum-Flip Prob-

lem (MFP). Since this problem is NP-Hard, and straightforward solutions to

this problem have exponential time complexity with respect to the number of
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changes in the given matrix, we need to use heuristics.

3.2.1 Heuristic for minimum-flip problem

The proposed heuristic consists of two following steps:

(a) Find the minimum number of characters (mutation loci) which must be

removed in order to make the matrix, G admit a Perfect Phylogeny. This

problem is known as Character-Removal Problem (CRP). In Gus-

field et al. introduces the ILP formulation for this problem. For more

details see Sec. 3.2.1

(b) The previous step, returns a list of selected loci to remove such that the

result would admit Perfect Phylogeny. Among the entries of the selected

loci, minimize the number of flips such that the final matrix G is Perfect

Phylogeny. For this purpose, we introduced a novel solution for MFP

which is described in Sec. 3.2.1

Character-removal problem

Given a genotyped matrix G, which does not admit a Perfect Phylogeny, we

aim to find the smallest set of mutation loci to remove such that the final result

admits a Perfect Phylogeny. The three-gametes rule is violated by the pairs of

columns (loci) whose corresponding rows (cells) contain all three configurations

(0, 1),(0, 1), and (1, 1). As Gusfield et al. showed, there is an e�cient ILP

formulation for solving this problem.
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Let �(i) be a binary variable used to indicate whether or not loci i will be

removed. Then for each pair of mutation loci (p, q), p, q 2 {1, · · · ,m} which

violate three-gametes rule, we add the inequality:

�(p) + �(q) � 1 (3.15)

Finally, we minimize the following objective function:

mX

i=1

�(i) (3.16)

Minimum-flip problem

Since MFP is applied on the selected loci returned from the CRP algorithm

in 3.2.1, we introduced a novel formulation of MFP designed for this purpose.

MFP is defined as inferring a matrix G from G by changing the entries of G

such that G is a Perfect Phylogeny. Here, the character-removal problem plays

an important role by returning the set of loci to be removed from G in order to

admit a Perfect Phylogeny. As a result, instead of applying a straightforward

MFP algorithm which is computationally expensive on the whole matrix G,

MFP algorithm can be applied to this set of loci. This in turn reduces the

search space and the computational e↵ort. Let R = {r1, · · · , rl} denote this set

of mutations.

The novel ILP formulation for MFP introduces variables C(i, j) 2 {0, 1} for
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each cell i 2 {1, · · · , n} and j 2 R indicating whether or not the entry G(i, j)

will change. We also use the binary variables B(p, q, a, b) described in Sec. 3.1.5

with the same definition. The program next creates inequalities that force the

binary variable B(p, q, a, b) to 1 if changing—or not changing—either of both

G(i, p) and G(i, q) produces the configuration (a, b). The objective function is

to minimize:
nX

i=1

|R|X

j=1

C(i, j) (3.17)

To explain the formulation in detail, consider the pair of columns shown in 3.1.

In this toy example, the locus 2 is assumed to be selected by CRP algorithm

to remove. The aim to flip the entries of this column at minimum such that

the final result admits Perfect Phylogeny conditions while the entries of locus

1 are fixed. First row of the matrix creates the configuration (1, 1) between

locus 1 and 2 if the entry G(1, 2) does not change/flip. This condition can be

formulated as the following inequality:

B(1, 2, 1, 1) � 1� C(1, 2) (3.18)

and flipping the entry G(1, 2) creates the configuration (1, 0). The correspond-

ing ILP constraint will be:

B(1, 2, 1, 1) � C(1, 2) (3.19)
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The constraints for the other rows are built similarly, according to the other

rows and columns. A list of all the constraints for di↵erent pairs of columns are

presented in Tables 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4.

While [32] presented an ILP solution for finding a minimum-flip supertree ad-

mitting a Perfect Phylogeny, our combination of CRP and modified MFP does

not guarantee an optimal minimum-flip supertree, instead, the goal is to reduce

the search space of this NP-Hard problem which results in reduction in running

time.

Table 3.1 : A toy example of an input matrix G to MFP algorithm. Here, the

binary configurations that violate three-gametes condition are present between the pairs

(locus 1,locus 2) and (locus 2,locus 3). To make this matrix a Perfect Phylogeny, one can

remove locus 1 and locus 3, or only locus 2. To minimize the number of removed columns,

CRP algorithm selects locus 2 to remove.

locus 1 locus 2 locus 3
cell 1 1 1 1
cell 2 0 1 0
cell 3 1 0 1
cell 4 0 0 1

Fig. 3.1 summarizes this entire divide-and-conquer approach.
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Figure 3.1 : Divide-and-conquer approach for large number of genomic sites.

a) The input is a read count matrix with a large number of genomic positions. The rows

are the cells and the columns represent the genomic positions. b) The read count matrix

is divided into k submatrices with equal number of genomic positions. c) For each o the

read count submatrices, the corresponding genotype matrix is inferred independently. Each

submatrix admits Perfect Phylogeny when inferred independently. d) The small genotype

matrices are concatenated according to their original order. e) Using the CRP algorithm,

we find the minimal set of genomic sites (in red) such that their removal results in a Perfect

Phylogeny for the rest of the genotype matrix. f) The MFP algorithm is applied to the

selected sites in order to find the minimum number of entries to flip such that the resulted

matrix admits Perfect Phylogeny. The flipped entries are shown in yellow.
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Table 3.2 : Constraints of Minimum-flip problem for cell i, and pair of sites (p, q).

p 2 R and q 2 R where R denotes the set of selected sites to remove by CRP

G(i, p) G(i, q) Constraints

0 0

B(p, q, 0, 1) � C(i, q)� C(i, p)

B(p, q, 1, 0) � C(i, p)� C(i, q)

B(p, q, 1, 1) � C(i, p) + C(i, q)� 1

0 1

B(p, q, 0, 1) � 1� C(i, p)� C(i, q)

B(p, q, 1, 0) � C(i, p) + C(i, q)� 1

B(p, q, 1, 1) � C(i, p)� C(i, q)

1 0

B(p, q, 0, 1) � C(i, p) + C(i, q)� 1

B(p, q, 1, 0) � 1� C(i, p)� C(i, q)

B(p, q, 1, 1) � C(i, q)� C(i, p)

1 1

B(p, q, 0, 1) � C(i, p)� C(i, q)

B(p, q, 1, 0) � C(i, q)� C(i, p)

B(p, q, 1, 1) � 1� C(i, p)� C(i, q)

Table 3.3 : Constraints of Minimum-flip problem for cell i, and pair of sites (p, q).

p /2 R and q 2 R where R denotes the set of selected sites to remove by CRP

G(i, p) G(i, q) Constraints

0 0 B(p, q, 0, 1) � C(i, q)

0 1 B(p, q, 0, 1) � 1� C(i, q)

1 0
B(p, q, 1, 0) � 1� C(i, q)

B(p, q, 1, 1) � C(i, q)

1 1
B(p, q, 1, 0) � C(i, q)

B(p, q, 1, 1) � 1� C(i, q)
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Table 3.4 : Constraints of Minimum-flip problem for cell i, and pair of sites (p, q).

p 2 R and q /2 R where R denotes the set of selected sites to remove by CRP

G(p) G(q) Constraints

0 0 B(p, q, 1, 0) � C(p)

0 1
B(p, q, 0, 1) � 1� C(p)

B(p, q, 1, 1) � C(p)

1 0 B(p, q, 1, 0) � 1� C(p)

1 1
B(p, q, 0, 1) � C(p)

B(p, q, 1, 1) � 1� C(p)

3.3 Allowing for violations of infinite-sites assumption

ISA assumption is often violated in human tumors due to di↵erent events such as

chromosomal deletions, loss of heterozygosity (LOH), and convergent evolution [33].

To allow for such a phenomenon, we allow for a restricted number of violations of ISA

in out model. A violation of ISA occurs when a pair of genomic sites form all three

configurations mentioned in 3.1.5. An upper bound on the number of such violations is

considered, Kmax. We introduce a new binary variable V (p, q) 2 {0, 1}, p 6= q which

is set to 1 if the pair of sites (p, q) violate three-gametes condition. The definition of

this variable leads to the following ILP constraint.

V (p, q) � B(p, q, 0, 1) + B(p, q, 1, 0) + B(p, q, 1, 1)� 2 (3.20)
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The total number of these violation should not exceed Kmax. Thus, this yields the

following constraint.
n�1X

p=1

nX

q=p+1

V (p, q)  Kmax (3.21)

By replacing the constraint 3.12 with constraints 3.20 and 3.21 for optimization of

each of the objective functions 3.10 and 3.17 at SNV calling or supertree inference.
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Chapter 4

Results

4.1 Simulation study

To benchmark the performance of our approach and compare it with that of SCI�

and Monovar, we ran the three methods on simulated datasets for which the ground

truth is known. For generating simulated datasets, we used the single-cell read count

simulator module introduced in [16]. The simulator generates a model tumor phy-

logeny, which starts from a progenitor cell without any mutation. Cells evolve along

the branches of the tree and the mutations are accumulated along these branches.

The leaves of the tree represent the single cells. For simulating allelic dropout, mu-

tations present in the cells at the leaves of the phylogeny are dropped out randomly

with probability � (�2 of the mutations become wild type and �
2 become homozygous).

This parameter is user-defined.

This simulator mimics the noisy MDA process [34] and accounts for the sequencing

error whose corresponding probability values were set to 5 ⇥ 10�7 and 10�3 respec-

tively. The MDA was repeated 50 times as suggested by the authors of SCI� [16].

The mean and variance associated with the coverage distribution were set to 25 and

50 respectively. Finally, we introduced 10% missing data.

We investigated how each method performs on datasets simulated with varying
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the parameters including the number of cells, the number of mutations, and ADO. For

each experiment, we vary a parameter and fix the other parameters. The simulator’s

parameters that are fixed during all the experiments are violation, zygosity, and copy

number which were set to 0.125, 0.1 and 0.05, respectively. In the following we discuss

the experiments and their results. Performance of each method in each experiment

was measured in terms of precision, recall, and F1/harmonic score. These accuracy

measures are calculated as follows:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP

Recall =
TP

TP + FN

F1 = 2⇥
Precision⇥ Recall

Precision + Recall

where TP denotes the number of true positives, FP is the number false positives and

FN represents the number of false negatives.

In all the following experiments, SCI� and Monovar were run with the default

parameters. Our method was run with allelic dropout values given as input parame-

ters to the program. In order to emulate the real settings where we do not know the

exact values of the allelic dropouts, we added noise to their true values in the same

way described in [35]. To add noise to the dropout values used as input to scVILP,

a random value was sampled from a normal distribution with mean 1 and standard

deviation 0.1 from the interval (0.5, 2) and multiplied by the dropout values. The

parameter µ0 was set to 10�3 which is the Illuminna sequencing error rate [36]. The
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value of the parameter µ1 was set to 0.5 assuming heterozygous somatic mutation.

When running scVILP on each simulated dataset, we filtered out the genomic

positions that are unlikely to contain mutation from the mpileup file: only the genomic

positions for which there are at least 2 cells with at least 3 variant counts are kept.

4.1.1 Varying the number of cells

In this experiment, the number of cells in the simulated datasets, n, was varied as

n = 100, n = 150, and n = 200. The number of sites was set at m = 100. We

generated 10 datasets for each value of n. The value of ADO in this experiment

was set to 0.2. Fig. 4.1 shows the three accuracy measurements of the methods

when increasing the number of cells. Fig. 4.1a shows that the average precision of

SCI�I increases while that of scVILP and Monovar almost remains the same. Also,

Monovar has the highest precision compared to the other methods that indicates the

low number of false positives in the results of Monovar. Between scVILP and SCI�,

scVILP shows a better precision,

Fig. 4.1b shows the recall of the methods in this experiment. While Monovar

was the best in terms of precision, here, it shows poorer performance due to a larger

number of false negatives. The recall of Monovar decreases as the number of cells

increases. The recall of scVILP and SCI� does not change dramatically and their

average recalls are close to each other with higher variance for SCI�.

The F1 score summarizes the overall performance of the methods (shown in

Fig. 4.1c). Here, scVILP has the highest F1 score. The score of both SCI� and

scVILP remains more or less the same while that of Monovar drops with increasing
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number of cells. It is worth noticing that the stable performance of scVILP and SCI�

empirically demonstrates that taking the phylogeny of the cells into account acts as a

regularizer making a balance between the precision and recall, while such a behavior

is not observed in performance of Monovar.

4.1.2 Varying the number of mutations

In this experiment, we investigate the e↵ect of the number of mutations on the

accuracy of the three methods. We varied the number of mutations from the set

{100, 150, 200} and generated 10 datasets for each value containing 100 cells. The

value of ADO in this experiment was 0.2.

Fig. 4.2 shows the results of this experiment in terms of the accuracy measure-

ments. Similar to the previous experiment on increasing the number of cells, Monovar

shows the highest precision compared to the other methods (Fig. 4.2a). As the num-

ber of mutations increases, precision and recall of scVILP and SCI� increase. This is

due to the fact that these two methods pool the information from the entire dataset.

Thus, being given more mutations means being fed with more information. However,

Monovar does not behave so because it does not take into account the dependency

between the genomic sites. In terms of F1 score (Fig. 4.2c), scVILP showed the

best performance. The F1 scores of scVILP and SCI�I increase with increasing the

number of mutations while the F1 score of Monovar remains almost the same.
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Figure 4.1 : Accuracy measures of Monovar, SCI�, and scVILP when increasing

the number of cells. a) Violin plot of precision against the increasing the number of

cells. Monovar has the highest precision. b) Violin plot of recall against the increasing

the number of cells. scVILP has the highest recall. The recall of Monovar decreases with

increasing number of cells. c) Violin plot of F1 score against the increasing the number of

cells. Overall, scVILP shows better harmonic score and Monovar’s F1 score decreases with

the number of cells.
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Figure 4.2 : Accuracy measures of Monovar, SCI�, and scVILP when increasing

the number of mutations. a) Violin plot of precision against the increasing the number

of mutations. Monovar has the highest precision. b) Violin plot of recall against the in-

creasing the number of mutations. scVILP and Monovar have the highest and lowest recall,

respectively. c) Violin plot of F1 score against the increasing the number of mutations.

Overall, scVILP shows better harmonic score and Monovar’s F1 score decreases with the

number of cells.
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4.1.3 Varying the allelic dropout

In this experiment, the rate of allelic dropout was chosen from the values {0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3}.

For each ADO value, we generated 10 datasets each of which consists of 100 cells and

100 mutations.

Fig. 4.3 shows the results of this experiment. Introducing ADO to the simulated

data is one of the ways to add noise to it, so one can expect to see a decrease in the

accuracy of the methods, in overall. Fig. 4.3a shows the precision of the methods as

the ADO increases. Monovar shows the best precision among the three methods, while

SCI� has the poorest precision. As the ADO increases, the variance of the precision of

scVILP and SCI� increases and mean of precision drops for both methods. However,

the precision of Monovar stays at top. Fig. 4.3b shows the results in terms of the

methods’ recalls. As the ADO increases, the recall of all methods decreases. scVILP

shows the highest recall. Similar to the previous experiments, Monovar shows the

lowest average recall. Similar to the previous experiments, Monovar has the lowest

recall among the three methods. Overall, the recall of all methods drop. Finally,

Fig. 4.3c demonstrates the violin plots of the F1 scores. As the F1 scores of all

methods decrease with increasing ADO rate, scVILP shows the highest F1 score for

the ADO values.
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Figure 4.3 : Accuracy measures of Monovar, SCI�, and scVILP when varying

the alellic dropout rate. a) Violin plot of precision against the increasing the number

of mutations. Monovar has the highest precision. b) Violin plot of recall against the in-

creasing the number of mutations. scVILP and Monovar have the highest and lowest recall,

respectively. c) Violin plot of F1 score against the increasing the number of mutations.

Overall, scVILP shows better harmonic score. Overall, the F1 score of all methods decrease

with the number of cells.
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4.1.4 Runtime comparison

The previous experiments show that scVILP achieve better accuracy in detecting the

mutations. Since both SCI� and scVILP utilize the underlying phylogenetic tree (as-

suming infinite sites assumption) in inferring the variants, both of them can identify

mutations in a particular cell even if there is very little or missing variant support

at a specific locus. However, the major di↵erence between these two methods lie in

the use of the inference algorithm. While SCI� uses a Markov Chain Monte Carlo

algorithm for sampling from the posterior distribution, scVILP solves the problem

deterministically using ILP. Consequently, scVILP is much faster in finding the so-

lution as can be seen in the runtime comparison (Fig. 4.4). In this experiment we

generated datasets with 50 and 100 number of cells and 100 mutations. For n = 50,

scVILP was on average ⇠ 38 times faster than SCI�, while for n = 100, it was on

average ⇠ 31 times faster than SCI�.
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Figure 4.4 : Runtime comparison for scVILP and SCI� on simulated data with

di↵erent number of cells and 100 mutations. For the datasets with 50 cells and 100

mutations, scVILP was 38 times faster than SCI�. For the datasets with 100 cells and 100

mutations, scVILP was 31 times faster than SCI�.

4.1.5 Experiment on supertree algorithm

Due to the high memory consumption of ILP-solvers, straightforward application of

scVILP might run into memory issues for very large number of mutations that can

occur in single-cell WES datasets. For addressing such cases, we developed the Perfect

Phylogeny supertree algorithm that should run without any memory issue, reducing

the running time while maintaining tolerable trade-o↵ in accuracy. To analyze its

performance, we generated three datasets containing 100 cells and 1000 mutation

loci with allelic dropout chosen from {0, 0.15, 0.25}. We compared scVILP against

SCI� on these datasets (Fig. 4.5). While scVILP and SCI� had similar F1 score
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for these datasets, scVILP had significantly shorter runtime compared to SCI�. For

these datasets, direct ILP formulation of scVILP failed to run on a machine with

32GB RAM, but the Perfect Phylogeny supertree algorithm, by dividing the original

matrix into 5 submatrices, ran successfully with 11GB peak memory usage. Since SCS

technologies are generating SNV data on hundreds of cells, but not yet on thousands

of cells, we did not investigate the performance of scVILP and SCI� by simulating

larger number of cells.

Figure 4.5 : Performance of scVILP Perfect Phylogeny supertree algorithm com-

pared to SCI� on simulated data with large number of mutations. The number of

mutations is 1000 and the number of cells is 100. (a) comparison of F1 score, (b) runtime

comparison,
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4.2 Application to real data

We applied scVILP on a human cancer dataset. This dataset consists of 370 single

cells and 43 mutation loci from a high-grade serous ovarian cancer patient described

in [5]. For comparison, we also ran SCI� and Monovar with their default parameters

on this dataset. The mutation calls for both methods are shown in Fig. 4.6. In the

heatmaps of the genotyped matrices, 1 stands for the presence of a mutation and

0 denotes the absence of mutation for each cell and genomic position. We applied

hierarchical clustering with Ward’s minimum variance method [37] implemented in

Python package, scipy on the results of scVLIP and sorted the cells and genomics in

the results all methods according to the indices given by scipy hierarchical clustering

algorithm. Mutation calls for both scVILP and SCI� were mostly similar.

Since both SCI� and scVILP infer a phylogenetic tree along with mutation calling,

we were able to reconstruct the corresponding Perfect Phylogenies of these two meth-

ods using a publicly available software package called PerfectPhy [38]. The underlying

phylogenetic trees inferred by these methods were also similar (Robinson-Foulds dis-

tance 0.123, computed by PAUP [39]) indicating that despite the uniqueness of the

perfect phylogeny for each method, there could be multiple unique perfect phylogenies

fit the data. Fig. 4.7 demonstrates the unrooted perfect phylogenies obtained from

PAUP [39]. By eye inspection, one can identify three major trajectories in the evolu-

tion of the single-cells meaning there are three major clones in the entire dataset. We

further analyzed the mutation calls that were di↵erent between SCI� and scVILP. In

the absence of a ground truth, we looked into di↵erence between the reference and
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variant read counts of these mutation call. The rationale is that the method that

genotypes a larger number of read counts with high reference counts and low variant

counts as 0 might have performed better from this point of view. Fig. 4.8 shows that

a large number of read counts were genotyped as 1 by SCI� and 0 by scVILP had

high reference read count and low variant read count indicating scVILP’s genotyping

might have been more accurate for these sites. Both methods were run on a PC with

8GB RAM and 2 GHz Intel Core i5 processor. scVILP significantly outperformed

SCI� in terms of runtime. The runtime for scVILP was around 30 minutes compared

to the nearly 12 hours running time of SCI�.

Figure 4.6 : Heatmaps of the mutation calls from SCI�, scVILP, and Monovar

on a dataset consisting of 370 cells from a patient with high-grade ovarian

cancer [5]. Deep blue and white entries in the heatmaps represent mutation states 1 and

0, respectively. a) Mutation calls of scVILP. b) Mutation calls of SCI�. c) Mutation calls

of Monovar
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Figure 4.7 : Visualization of the phylogenies inferred by SCI� and scVILP on

the high-grade ovarian cancer dataset. a) The phylogenetic tree from scVLIP b) The

phylogenetic tree from SCI�
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Figure 4.8 : The scatter plots of the reference and variant read counts from the

mutation calls that are di↵erent between the results of SCI� and scVILP on

high-grade ovarian cancer dataset. a) The read counts of the mutations genotyped as 0

by scVILP and genotyped as 1 by SCI�. There are 403 data points in this scatter plot. The

majority of the points have a high ratio of reference read counts over the total read coverage

which means that the corresponding mutation was absent (genotype 0). This implies that

most of these points are (probably) correctly inferred by scVILP. b) The read counts of the

mutations genotyped as 1 by scVILP and genotyped as 0 by SCI�. The majority of these

204 data points are likely to be absent mutations because their reference count ratio is close

to 1. However, the number of data points in this scatter plot is less than the number of

points in panel a) which implies that scVILP has had a better performance.

Another result obtained from the experiments on this real dataset, was the e↵ect of

allowing violations of ISA on the genotyping of this dataset. The result shown in

Fig. 4.6a is based on perfect phylogeny (no violations of ISA). We also obtained the

results for violation of ISA with di↵erent upper bounds on the maximum number
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of violations (Kmax). It is worth noticing that there is a major di↵erence between

the results for Kmax  3 and Kmax � 4. We can observe that between the genomic

positions 15 and 20 in Fig. 4.9b there is a notion of “deletion” which is not in Fig. 4.9a.

This intuition by eye inspection indicates the importance of violations of ISA in

making connection with the other genomic variation which plays a critical role in

cancer progression called copy number aberration.
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Figure 4.9 : The notion of copy number deletion that appears with relaxing

the ISA constraints of scVILP in the high-grade ovarian cancer dataseta)

The heatmap of mutation calls from scVILP with Kmax = 3 b) The heatmap of mutation

calls from scVILP with Kmax = 4. By eye inspection one can observe that there is a deletion

between site 15 and 20 on the heatmap (pointed by the red arrow) which appeared after

changing the number of ISA violations from 3 to 4.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and future directions

In this thesis, we proposed a novel combinatorial formulation for simultaneous in-

ference of tumor phylogeny and single nucleotide variations named scVILP. The

proposed algorithm takes the advantage of powerful ILP solvers to find the exact

solutions. In a simulation study, we compared the performance of scVILP with two

other existing methods, SCI� and Monovar which are designed for single-cell SNV

calling. We showed that scVILP achieves better accuracy and running time com-

pared to SCI�. While the running time of Monovar is better, the better accuracy

of scVILP with the cost of a slightly longer running time is justifiable. We applied

scVILP on a real dataset from high-grade ovarian cancer and compared the results

with those of Monovar and SCI�. Another contribution of this thesis is proposing a

new supertree algorithm for scaling up scVILP to larger number of genomic positions.

The codes used in this thesis are publicly available in https://github.com/mae6/scVILP

As a broader perspective, taking the evolutionary history of single-cells into ac-

count has proven its significance in SCI� and this study in rectifying the SCS technical

errors including ADO, missing data, and uneven coverage. These advantages make

this approach a promising research direction. However, the newly emerged scDNA-

seq datasets with very large number of cells or more breadth of coverage pose new

computational challenges that scVILP cannot handle. Therefore, we define our future

https://github.com/mae6/scVILP
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directions according to these new challenges as follows:

1. Phylogenetic-based SNV calling on datasests with small number of

cells and whole genome coverage

While scVILP can handle a few thousands of genomic sites using supertree

algorithm, it is infeasible to run it on the datasets with whole-genome coverage

having genomic sites in the order of million. Considering the number of cells

as one dimension and the number of sites as another one, these datasets are

not large in both dimensions. Having a very small number of cells (in the order

of tens) would make the exploration in the search space of phylogenetic trees

relatively easier tackling this problem by looking at the genomic sites. We will

take advantage of the above-mentioned statement to solve this problem.

2. Phylogenetic-based SNV calling on datasets with very large number

of cells and narrow genomic coverage

Here, we deal with single-cell targeted-sequencing data with very large number

of cells. Although one of the strengths of scVILP is its ability to analyze large

number of cells (as shown in its application to real data), analysis of cells in the

order of thousands would need a huge memory for computation. Again, similar

to the first problem, one of the dimensions, the number of genomic sites, is

relatively very small. One of the approaches to pursue would be divide-and-

conquer supertree algorithms for large number of species which have been used

in phylogenetics, e.g [40].
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